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Restoring the landscape
Australian Laureate Fellow, Professor
Richard Hobbs, undertakes research in
issues affecting the world’s ecosystems.
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Campus calendar – a seasonal memento

UWA senior technician Ray Scott’s winning photograph

Before you rush out to buy your 2010 calendar, think about
purchasing one with a UWA flavour and featuring, on the
cover, the stunning winning photograph pictured above.
The University’s Friends of the Grounds ran a photo
competition to source images for the calendar – and
senior UWA technician, Ray Scott, who has worked at the
University for more than 20 years, wowed the judges with
his evocative image of the Claremont Campus at dusk.
The $12 calendar, on sale at the Visitors’ Centre, celebrates
the picturesque environments of UWA Crawley, Claremont,
Albany and Sports Park at different times of the year.
En Khong’s photograph of the Winthrop Hall arches at
night was runner-up in the inaugural competition which

attracted almost 300 high-standard entries in the year long
‘Four Seasons at UWA’ competition.
Friends of the Grounds was established through the
Hackett Foundation to enhance the grounds through an
annual program of activities including talks, walks, behindthe-scenes tours and excursions, and musical, film and
social events.
The University’s gardens are a significant tourist attraction
and the Crawley campus gardens are registered by the
Australian Heritage Commission and listed on the National
Estate.
For more information, visit www.development.uwa.edu.
au/friends/fog

Aiming for the stars
A new international radio astronomy centre
launched at UWA last month will boost Australia’s
efforts to secure the world’s biggest scientific project
of the early 21st century.
The State Government-sponsored International
Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR), is a
joint venture between UWA and Curtin University of
Technology. The CSIRO and iVEC are collaborating
partners.
Designed to play a pivotal role in Australia’s effort to
secure the $2.5 billion Square Kilometre Array (SKA),
ICRAR will coordinate WA’s radio astronomy research.
The SKA, involving 19 countries from around the
world, will be the most powerful radio telescope on
Earth, with the ability to examine the formation of
galaxies, stars and planets. If won by Australia – one
of two countries shortlisted to be the project’s home –
the primary facilities would be based in the ‘radioquiet’ Murchison region, north-east of Geraldton.
The Centre will be led by some of Australia’s most
eminent astronomers, based at the two universities.
They include Director Professor Peter Quinn and
Deputy-Directors Professors Steven Tingay, Lister
Staveley-Smith and Peter Hall. Quinn, Tingay and
Staveley-Smith are Premier’s Fellows and Hall
is Australia’s only Professor of Radio Astronomy
Engineering.
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Artist’s impression of the Square Kilometre Array
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Thriving, after a kick-start from UWA

Zoning in on regional geopolitics
An international conference to tackle policy issues and
challenges across the region in a time of global economic
crisis will be held at The University of Western Australia next
month.
The conference, entitled In the Zone: Crisis, Opportunity
and the New World Order, will bring together the countries
in WA’s time zone to examine regional geopolitics.
The zone is defined as “the time zones shared by Perth,
60 per cent of the world’s population, and the nations that
promise the greatest economic growth of the twenty-first
century”.
Initiated by the University, the conference planning is
being driven by a high-powered editorial committee that
includes Premier Colin Barnett, Australian Foreign Minister
Stephen Smith, UWA Chancellor and NAB Chairman
Michael Chaney, UWA Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan
Robson, Professor Margaret Seares, UWA Professorial
Fellow Kim Beazley, Sir Rod Eddington, John Langoulant,
Nobel Laureate Professor Barry Marshall and former
diplomats Dr Ric Smith and Dr Susan Boyd. All are alumni
of the University.
Professor Margaret Seares, chair of the conference
organising committee, said the economic crisis had resulted
in a fundamental shift in the global order.
The conference will be the first in a series of biennial
conferences that will put WA at the centre of the
transformation taking place in the “Asian Century”.
Dr Chaney said the global economic crisis had dissolved
traditional boundaries between nations and highlighted
the need for multilateral collaboration to restore economic
growth and stability in these volatile times.
UWA Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan Robson said the
University had invited leaders from all sectors across the
zone to explore the common challenges we face: “Together
we will enrich the practice of collaboration across the
region in business, science, public policy and diplomatic
engagement.”
Graduate Mr Tim Shanahan, Director of UWA’s Energy
and Minerals Initiative and a key initiator of the conference,
said WA was the economic powerhouse of the nation and
played a crucial role in the development of the region.
“The global economic crisis has highlighted the
vulnerability of our export-driven economy and is testing our
confidence on the world stage,” he said.
“The conference will promote Perth’s place as a centre
of great natural resources and national and international
thought, leadership and debate.”
The inaugural conference will be held from 8-10
November, before the 2009 APEC leaders meet in
Singapore. More than 500 delegates are expected to
attend, including representatives of the world’s top
universities.

(l-r) Mrs Julie Michael, Professor Alan Robson, Mrs
Gwenda Robson, Dr Ken Michael (Governor of WA
and former UWA Chancellor), Dr Erica Smyth
and ABC broadcaster Geraldine Doogue

Many of us enjoy inviting print, television and radio journalist
Geraldine Doogue into our homes on Saturday mornings for
her ABC Radio National program. So, having her as a guest
speaker at the UWA Centenary Trust for Women’s lunch
was a big drawcard and a capacity crowd filled Winthrop
Hall to hear her speech: ‘Thriving, Not Merely Surviving’.
With her usual self-deprecating humour, she admitted
nobody was more surprised than she was to realise she
was actually doing more than just getting by.
Geraldine was two months short of her 17th birthday
when she joined UWA as an undergraduate after her school
days at Santa Maria College. Majoring in history, during
her three-year BA she encountered ‘thrilling knowledgegathering’ guided by academics such as Professor Geoffrey
Bolton who urged his students to imagine they were a 14th
century Conquistador and to put themselves in his shoes:
“It was an enthralling introduction to the real joy of historical
narrative and its great, under-appreciated yield,” she said.
Other inspirational teachers she recalled included
Professor Eric Ten Raa ‘with his dazzling experiences
in Africa as an anthropologist’; Professors Ronald and
Catherine Berndt; and Professor Arnold Cook.
“At Uni I joined in a tradition dating back to the
Enlightenment and beyond. I was set on a definite path. So
it’s incredibly important to who I am,” she recalled.
Geraldine has won accolades including a United Nations
Media Peace Prize and a Churchill Fellowship for social and
cultural reporting, and has been recognised as an Officer in
the Order of Australia for services to the community and the
media.
More than 400 attendees joined the Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alan Robson and Mrs Gwenda Robson at
this popular annual event, including His Excellency Dr
Ken Michael AC, Governor of Western Australia and Mrs
Michael, Dr Janet Holmes à Court AC, Winthrop Professor
Fiona Stanley, Dr Patricia Kalis AM OBE, and Winthrop
Professor Fiona Wood.

THE ZONE /zøon/ ~noun
THE TIME ZONE SHARED BY PERTH,
60 PER CENT OF THE WORLDÕ S
POPULATION, AND THE NATIONS
THAT PROMISE THE GREATEST
ECONOMIC GROWTH OF THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY.

PERTH, AUSTRALIA
CONFERENCE 2OO9

CRISIS, OPPORTUNITY AND
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
8-10 NOVEMBER 2009
For more information and to register
visit: www.zone.uwa.edu.au
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Exuberant music for Christmas
If taupe is the new black,
is Baroque the new Blues?
Baroque music, composed
between 1600 and 1750, is
the music of the 21st century,
aficionados claim.
Over the past 40 years,
performers such as soprano
Sara Macliver, audiences
and scholars have been
discovering just how vibrant
this music is.
Through UWA and the
Western Australian Academy
of Performing Arts, Perth has a
Sara Macliver
global reputation as a leading
centre for teaching and nurturing Baroque musicians, and
makes an ideal location for Australia’s first Baroque music
festival. The festival is supported by UWA’s School of
Music and the Leah Jane Cohen Bequest. Graduate Sara
Macliver, who holds an honorary degree of Doctor of Music
from the University, is a Baroque Festival board member.
The festival will peak in a few weeks’ time when Sara
Macliver, mezzo soprano Sally-Anne Russell, bass Stephen
Bennett and the WASO Chorus, conducted by Nicholas
Kraemer, present the triumphant Handel’s Messiah in the
Perth Concert Hall at 7.30pm on November 27 and 28.
Bookings through WASO on +61 8 9326 0000.
And a Baroque Christmas cocktail party will be
celebrated at the University Club at 6pm on December
17, with Sara Macliver, accompanied on the keyboard by
Stewart Smith. Bookings can be made through the Club
Reception on +61 8 6488 8770.

Going into bat for melanoma research

Adam Gilchrist, Suncorp Group Executive Banking David
Foster, WAIMR Director Professor Peter Klinken, and sun-wise
cricketers at North Fremantle Primary School

Summer’s on its way. You can almost smell the suncream –
but, although many of us slip, slop and slap, Australia still
suffers from the world’s highest rate of melanoma and
researchers say that while UV exposure is a major risk factor,
genetic background is also important.
UWA’s Professor Grant Morahan is leading a team of
scientists from the Western Australian Institute for Medical
Research (WAIMR) which has been awarded $100,000 from
the Harry Secombe Foundation towards an ongoing project
looking into genetic clues that may help the body strengthen
its own protection against melanoma.
Annually, the aggressive cancer kills 130 Western
Australians and more than 1,000 new cases are diagnosed
across the State. Professor Morahan hopes the project will
help the researchers understand the causes of melanoma
and provide new ways to treat the disease, as well as other
cancers and conditions including diabetes and neurological
and cardiovascular diseases.
4
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NO silence, please!

John Perceval’s 1957 enamel on board painting, Night Gull

While art galleries are often quiet, serene places, John
Barrett-Lennard, Director of the Lawrence Wilson Art
Gallery, wants to make sure there’s a lot of chatter going on
at the UWA gallery.
Curator of a two-part exhibition at the gallery, entitled
Conversations: 100 Artists in the UWA Art Collection, he
wants to encourage people to talk about the works they
see. After all, they are among the most important and
valuable in the State.
Conversations encompasses Australian art of the 20th
century and into the 21st. Half of the works were shown in
the gallery until September. The rest can be enjoyed until
the middle of next month.
Great art collections, such as the University’s, must be
public, according to John, who adds, “We must exhibit
them, share them and care for them to ensure they live into
the future.
“Public art collections are built to tell stories – of art and
its development, but also of the larger culture, of how we
come to understand our world, of what people believe to be
important in their lives, and of how we live in this country.”
Works in the exhibition range from a huge 180-piece
mural by Sidney Nolan to an intimate 1896 watercolour
of the Perth foreshore by Ernest Stocks. There is also a
scorching view of Rottnest by Guy Grey-Smith and recent,
contemporary art by key WA artists.
UWA has been acquiring significant works of art for more
than 80 years and Conversations is part of the Gallery’s
campaign to improve access to the collection in ways that
range from conserving and lending it to national institutions,
to research and publication.
Gallery hours are 11am to 5pm from Tuesday to Friday
and noon to 5pm on Sundays. Admission is free. For more
information, visit www.lwgallery.uwa.edu.au
The Harry Secombe Foundation is managed by Perpetual
Private Wealth and Senior Financial Consultant, Mr Chris
Marshall, said he was thrilled the organisation was able to
help advance such a significant area of Australian medical
research.
Also going into bat against melanoma is cricketing great
Adam Gilchrist, whose favoured headwear these days is a
broad-brimmed hat. The father of three fronts a Statewide
skin cancer awareness campaign launched by Suncorp,
and the WAIMR-based Scott Kirkbride Melanoma Research
Centre at North Fremantle Primary School.
Suncorp builds shade structures and Mr Gilchrist,
Suncorp’s SunWise Ambassador for the West, said research
had shown that shade could reduce exposure to ultraviolet
radiation by up to 75 per cent.
“While we’re in the laboratory investigating the genetic
links to melanoma, searching for better treatment and a cure,
we hope Western Australians will do their part to prevent
melanoma and its heartbreaking effects, all year round,” said
WAIMR Director, Professor Peter Klinken.

in focus
Smile please!

An encyclopaedia for everyone

Professor Jenny Gregory and Dr Jan Gothard at the Encyclopedia launch

Western Australia’s first historical encyclopedia for more than 100 years was launched by
Premier Colin Barnett at The University of Western Australia in celebratory style.
With more than 1,000 pages, boasting more than 900 entries and spanning Indigenous
pre-history to the 2006 Census, the Historical Encyclopedia of Western Australia, published
by UWA Publishing, provides an impressive record of the State’s history.
It is the first such encyclopedia since that compiled by librarian and former UWA Chancellor
James Sykes Battye at the beginning of last century. More than 600 people were involved
either as contributors or expert referees, and every region of the State is mentioned.
UWA’s Professor Jenny Gregory, Encyclopaedia Editor-in-Chief, said the project had been
enthusiastically embraced throughout the community over the past six years. Some families
even got involved, including UWA’s Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alan Robson, and his daughter
Suzanne. Professor Robson wrote on Agriculture, along with Emeritus Professor David
Lindsay, while Suzanne Robson’s entry was about Animal Welfare.
Mother-and-son pair Sally Morgan and Blaze Kwaymullina were involved, as were couples
Jenny and Ross Gregory, Jan Gothard and Charlie Fox, Brian and Joan Pope (see more
about Joan on page 39), John and Noelene Bloomfield, Ian and the late Trish Crawford, and
Ron and Diane Davidson.
The work was undertaken through the UWA Centre for Western Australian History, under
the directorship of Dr Jean Chetkovich. “Since its inception in 1985, the Centre has been a
focal point of history scholarship on this State. Its success over more than two decades was
one of the reasons why so many people were keen to contribute,” Professor Gregory said.
Professor Gregory, who worked on the project with Dr Jan Gothard, General Editor of the
Encyclopedia, said the project could not have got off the ground without significant funding
from the Australian Research Council and the Government of Western Australia.
“Others involved in the project included staff from all universities in the State; the JS Battye
Library of Western Australian History; the State Records Office of WA; the Western Australian
Museum; the National Archives; the National Trust (WA); the Heritage Council of WA;
West Australian Newspapers; the WA Department of Indigenous Affairs; and Lotterywest,”
Professor Gregory said.
“Through Lotterywest funding, copies of the Encyclopedia will be made available to public
libraries and to Indigenous organisations, ensuring that as many people as possible will be
able to have access to it.”
❛It’s

when you know❜

As our University plans the
centenary celebrations,
what better time to take a
‘statistical snapshot’ of our
graduates – who you are,
where you are, what you
do, how you engage with
each other, and what your
expectations are of our
University.
We’ve decided to
undertake an online census.
All graduates up to 2008
should have received a
letter in August from our
Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Alan Robson, personally
inviting you to take part. It’s
not too late. All you need is
the access code provided
in the letter and the web
address: www.census.uwa.
edu.au
For information call Pippa
Worthington on +61 8 6488
4268.

Champion Club café
Now there’s another
good reason to visit the
University Club. Along with
its ambience, views and
excellent fare, the Club
can boast that the café
team has won a silver
medal in the Restaurant of
Champions competition.
Executive chef Costa
Simatos took three
experienced young chefs
and an apprentice to the
competition at the Perth
Convention Centre to be
judged by chefs whose
criteria were set by the World
Association of Chefs Society.
“Opportunities
to compete on the
international stage are
very rare and they did
themselves proud,” said
Club General Manager
Gary Ellis.

Business students: be the first.
Get tomorrow's news today!
Find out what’s happening in business first with FREE daily
business alerts direct to your inbox. Simply register at:
www.wabusinessnews.com.au/
dailybusinessalerts

bnd2568

www.wabusinessnews.com.au

To be the first call 9288 2100
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and Metrology Group (School of Physics) is also collaborating
with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to learn more
about the black hole at the centre of the Milky Way.
“Back in the 1970s the Russians discovered the useful
properties of sapphires but they never got a sapphire oscillator
operational,” Professor Tobar said. “When I did my PhD,
supervised by Professor David Blair, I built a low-noise sapphire
oscillator for gravity wave detection.”
Since then, Professor Tobar has discovered other
applications for a 5 x 3cm piece of sapphire that, when hit with
microwaves, produces an electromagnetic gong. If kept cool
in a tank of liquid helium, the gong can keep ‘sounding’ for
up to two days. It is so regular that it can be used to measure
the fluctuations of the quantum particles of which objects are
made – which could be a useful tool for quantum computing.

From challenging Einstein to
managing ecosystems

UWA academic gets a top US job

Professor Mike Tobar

The true measure of a University is the quality, commitment
and performance of its staff and students, observed ViceChancellor Professor Alan Robson when announcing that
two UWA researchers had won Australia’s most prestigious
research awards: the Australian Research Council’s Australian
Laureate Fellowships.
The Fellowships acknowledge world-class researchers
and UWA now has seven Fellowship holders in disciplines
as diverse as Plant Energy Biology, Mathematics, Offshore
Foundation Systems and Economics.
The recently announced fellowships highlight the
achievements of two world-renowned researchers: Professor
Richard Hobbs and Professor Mike Tobar.
Professor Hobbs’ work is essential to the analysis and
management of ecosystems in a rapidly changing world.
Uniview profiles Professor Hobbs in this issue (see Restoring
the landscape).
Professor Mike Tobar’s work on precision measurement
has contributed to the development of an array of instruments
including the sapphire oscillator which gives the most exact
measurement of time developed to date. His research has
implications for commercial and space applications for the
atomic clock.
Professor Tobar was awarded another significant prize
during the year: the Barry Inglis Medal for Excellence in
Practical Measurements by an Individual in Australia. The
medal, from Australia’s National Measurement Institute,
acknowledges and celebrates outstanding achievement in
measurement research.
Despite the accolades, Professor Tobar believes his
best work is yet to come. As if testing Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity – in collaboration with Humboldt University – weren’t
enough, his UWA research team in the Frequency Standards

AUSTRALIAN VISAS

FREE
APPRAISALS

Keith Cook BEd, MSc, Registered Migration Agent
Number 0108109 of A & M Australian Migration,
is offering this special service.

Email: keith@a-maustralianmigration.com.au
Phone: (61 8) 9593 6307 Mobile: (61 0) 414 360 201
www.a-maustralianmigration.com.au
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There’s no doubt
that the UWA School
of Political Science
and International
Relations has staff of
extraordinary talent.
Winthrop Professor
Kim Beazley (graduate
and Rhodes Scholar),
from the School,
has been appointed
as Australia’s
ambassador to the
US, a post he will take
up in February 2010.
The former
Australian Minister for
Defence and Leader
of the Opposition’s
appointment was
Professor Kim Beazley
announced by Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd last month.
Professor Beazley has enjoyed being part of an awardwinning specialist teaching team that is offering a series
of new courses next year. Focussed on the Asia-Pacific
region, they are designed to equip students interested in
global governance and politics with relevant theoretical and
historical knowledge.
The courses – a Graduate Certificate, a Graduate
Diploma and Master of International Relations – comprise
postgraduate-level units not available to undergraduates.
As such they provide options for students with different
backgrounds, needs and depths of interest.
In a recent global survey of Political Science departments,
UWA’s School was ranked second in Australia and 27th in
the world in research output relative to department size.
For more information on the courses visit the website:
www.politicalscience.arts.uwa.edu.au

France
apartments & cars
Agents for Australian owned French holiday houses.
Providing sound, practical car travel advice to European
travellers for more than 12 years. For example:
30 days car hire for 2 ___________ $1300.00
28 days apartment for 2 ________ $2100.00

Contact Pauline Ollivier
Phone: (08) 9367 4074 Mobile: 0428 674 074
Email: PaulineO@bigpond.net.au
Web: www.franceapartmentsandcars.com.au
In association with Travel Success – T.A.L. No. 9TA 1234

from the vice-chancellery

Endorsements
confirm direction

“The University of Western Australia is an excellent,
high-quality, well-managed university with a bold
vision, a strategic objective of becoming a top-50
ranked university in the world by 2050 and a strong
commitment throughout the University to achieve
this objective.”
This is the affirmation our University received
recently from Australia’s foremost higher education
review body – the Federal Government’s Australian
Universities Quality Agency. It is rare for such positive
commendation to be made by this agency.
Soon after, we received yet more acknowledgment, this time from the foremost non-government
ranking of Australian universities. We received five
stars – the highest rating possible – from the Good
Universities Guide for graduate starting salaries;
employment prospects; positive graduate outcomes;
research grants; research intensity; and staff-student
ratio. Overall, across 14 measures, we were in the top
tiers in 11 of these.
These formal assessments of our performance
as we aim for international excellence are gratifying.
They serve as encouragement to us all that we are on
the right track – and visibly so.
However, acclaim in another form was equally
pleasing. If community engagement is a measure of
success, then we earned another five stars on our
annual Open Day recently when more than 20,000
people flocked to the University on a day the weather
forecasters predicted would be cold and wet.
This event is the day on which the University
welcomes the general community onto our campus.
Most importantly, it is the day on which our
future students take the opportunity to familiarise

themselves with the place, its people and the promise
it makes to transform lives.
Most visitors could not have failed to be impressed
with what this University contributes to the State, the
nation and the broader international community. That
such big audiences attended the many showcases
around campus reminded us – if we needed to be
reminded – that our University has a special place in
the wider community.
A major component of our response to the
needs of the community we serve is our new
course structure. The biggest academic change in
the century-long history of the University is set to
proceed from 2012, following Senate approval of this
commencement date.
Besides bringing our University into line with many
of the top universities in the world, the new structure
will provide more opportunities for our students to
reach their full potential.
The present myriad of degree courses with their
hundreds of different majors and compulsory core
units will be replaced with four three-year Bachelor
degrees and a four-year Bachelor of Philosophy
(including Honours). Professional degrees, such as
Medicine, Law and Architecture, will be studied at
postgraduate level.
All students will take units in communications
skills and we will actively encourage them to take
part in voluntary community service, providing the
opportunities for them to do so. We also hope to
increase the numbers of students who study abroad –
and this will be made easier by more flexible degrees.
These measures will ensure that our graduates are
capable, thoughtful and highly trained world citizens,
aware of their global responsibilities.
Based on these recent commendations –
Government, non-government, and from the
community itself – it is clear that the passion and
dedication evident in our own University community will
serve to inspire and set new standards.
Finally, we were pleased to be able to congratulate
our distinguished graduate, Rhodes Scholar, former
Australian Defence Minister and Leader of the
Opposition, and UWA staff member Winthrop Professor
Kim Beazley, who has been appointed Australian
Ambassador to the United States. Kim exemplifies the
attributes of many graduates from this University who,
in many different ways, make significant contributions
to their communities. We all wish him well.
Alan Robson
Vice-Chancellor
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Scholarship put
to good use
An engineering degree took the late William Schrader to postings around the
world. Today a new generation of graduates is benefitting from the scholarship
he and his wife Marlene created.
PhD student Loretta Scolaro has always known that
she wanted to use her UWA studies to advance
biomedical science – and her current research could
well save breast cancer sufferers from unnecessary
surgery.
Breast cancer surgery may also involve removal
of the lymph nodes that can allow cancer to spread
through the body’s lymphatic system. However,
removal of some or all of the nodes can cause later
complications, pain and discomfort for patients.
Loretta is putting her Schrader Postgraduate
Scholarship to good use by developing a needle
probe that could more precisely identify the
presence of cancerous tissue in the nodes, making
their sometimes unnecessary removal a thing of
the past.

Scholarship winner Loretta Scolaro in UWA’s Optical and
Biomedical Engineering Laborary where a multidisciplinary team
is investigating the use of technology that uses light to generate
high resolution three-dimensional images of tissue in much the
same way as ultrasound uses sound waves

8
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She is conducting her research in the
University’s Optical and Biomedical Engineering
Laboratory (OBEL) where a multidisciplinary team
headed by Dr Robert McLaughlin is investigating the
use of optical coherence tomography (OCT). This
technology uses light to generate high resolution,
three dimensional images of tissue in much the
same way as ultrasound uses sound waves. The
UWA research group focuses on using OCT to
identify cancerous tissue.
“The benefit of an imaging probe small enough
to fit into a standard medical needle is that tissues
deep in the body can be analysed with OCT without
excising them,” explains Loretta. “Using light to
generate high resolution images allows us to see
down to a resolution of a few cells. If we can use the
technology to confirm whether cancer exists in the
nodes, patients can avoid a lot of the side effects of
lymph node surgery. Currently the nodes (and there
may be up to 30) may be excised to see whether
the cancer has spread from the breast.”
Loretta’s Schrader scholarship has a travel
component that allowed her to travel to Sweden for
the Biophotonics ‘09 International Graduate Summer
School in Ven and visit research laboratories at Lund
University and Denmark Technical University.
She ranks the week-long summer school as an
early career highlight. “Seeing other international
research laboratories – and meeting researchers
from around the world – made me aware of the
many areas in which amazing results are being
achieved in the area of biomedical science,” she says.
The Scholarship backing Loretta’s research is
funded by the William and Marlene Schrader Trust.
The Schraders, who had no children, wished to return
to the young people of their home State some of the
benefits they received from Bill’s UWA Engineering
studies so they decided to leave a gift in their wills
which ensured a legacy of helping students such as
Loretta. His career saw the couple taking up postings
throughout Australia and the world.

If you are an Engineering graduate, you can read
about the Schraders in the Engineering Graduates
Association newsletter in this issue or you can
access information by visiting the website: http://
spe.publishing.uwa.edu.au/latest/scholarships/
postgraduate/schrader
Loretta’s research is being supervised by
Professor David Sampson, the head of OBEL
and director of the University’s core microscopy
facility, the Centre for Microscopy, Characterisation
& Analysis. He leads the University’s Bioimaging
Initiative that is aimed at increasing the uptake and
quality of microscopic imaging in medicine and
the life sciences. The OBEL team operates at the
interface of optics, biomedical engineering, biology
and clinical medicine.
“The research OBEL is doing is world class,
bringing UWA to the forefront in areas of optical
imaging of cancer,” says Loretta. “The Schrader
scholarship has opened up doors for me to access
international collaborations with world class experts
and to develop extensive networks with researchers
and fellow students in biophotonics all over the world.”

>> C O N TACT
Quang Ly, Office of Development
Phone: +61 8 6488 4772
Email: quang.ly@uwa.edu.au

The late William Schrader

CONSUMER ORAL CARE
5 Fact Files containing unbiased
professional advice on how oral health can
best be maintained without unwarranted
dental treatment and without use of unsafe
or expensive oral care products

toothpaste for

SENSITIVE
TEETH
4WD Maps & Books - Topographic Maps
Road Maps & Atlases - Camping Guides
Worldwide Boating & Fishing Charts
Boating & Nautical Books - Navigation Instruments
Locaboat (French Canal Boat) Agents
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The ‘intellectual
melting pot’
Having established strong links with SouthEast Asia and China, UWA is forging new
partnerships with India and is seeing strong growth in postgraduate researchers
keen to take advantage of a culturally diverse campus. Trea Wiltshire reports.
The world’s great universities recognise that
education is enhanced when teaching and learning
are undertaken within a diverse ethnic, socioeconomic and gender mix of students and staff.
“There’s no doubt that university campuses
should be intellectual melting pots where people
from many different backgrounds meet for a
common cause – the development and exchange of
knowledge,” says UWA Vice-Chancellor Professor
Alan Robson.

india and
australia
have a
shared
history and
common
interests
10
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This notion is backed by a recent UWA
international study which revealed that institutions
with a truly global perspective actively seek staff
and students from as many cultures and countries
as possible. As the president of one US university
put it: “The obvious truth is that when we listen only
to people who agree with us, we cease to grow …
fortunately the reverse is equally true.”
As it prepares to again welcome students from
around the region for the 2009 Indian Rim Asian
University Games, UWA’s diverse cultural credentials
are acknowledged as a significant asset – and one
that ensures our campus is a ‘home from home’
for international students from some 80 different
countries. A recent letter from a German graduate
(see Keeping in touch in Grad Briefs) illustrates
a widely shared sentiment. The University’s
teachers and researchers also have diverse cultural
backgrounds.
The Vice-Chancellor’s annual Harmony Day;
the adoption of an inter-Faith calendar; strategies
designed to weave cultural diversity considerations
within the teaching, learning and work environment;
and the provision of designated prayer areas – all
have helped to create a welcoming campus.
Today’s international students benefit from a
tradition that goes back to the 1950s when UWA
began hosting students from across the region as
part of the Colombo Plan. This regional initiative
bought thousands of students to Australia for
studies that enabled graduates to contribute to
their developing economies. Many have gone on to
become leaders in government and industry – and
great ambassadors for this University. Their UWA
memories, and enjoyment of the West Australian
experience often encouraged relatives and friends to
opt for study at UWA.
UWA graduate Rosalind Potts followed in the
footsteps of her father Jonathan Chelliah (who
Left: PhD students Ms Beena Anil (left) and Ms Parwinder Kaur,
both from India, won prestigious postgraduate scholarships to
do agricultural research at UWA (Photo: The West Australian)
Inset: Director of South Asia Relations, Professor Hema Sharda

graduated in 1950) when she arrived at St George’s
College in 1989.
In The Georgian newsletter she recalls meeting
fellow student Margo Darbyshire whose father Ben
(then the Warden of the College) made sure his
daughter looked out for the Singaporean student.
“We became great friends and I was able to return
the favour later on when she came to work and live in
Singapore,” writes Rosalind. (Margo today continues
her association with the college as Sub-Warden,
Community Manager.)
Perhaps because of a geographical isolation
that has long since been eclipsed by electronic
communication, UWA has traditionally looked
outward to the region, forging research links and
student exchanges that have created networks of
cross-national collaboration.
With ties already well established with Indonesia,
Singapore, Malaysia and China, the University has in
recent years been developing new partnerships with
India – and is seeing an exponential growth in student
numbers.
Federal Minister for Innovation, Industry,
Science and Research, Senator Kim Carr recently
announced a new round of funding from the $20
million Australia-India Strategic Research Fund
for research on topics from climate change and
malaria vaccines to the impact of global warming on
agriculture.
“Some of the best scientists from both nations
will work together to tackle the big issues facing
Australia, India and the world,” he said.
UWA was among the grant winners, securing
funding for research into Micro- and Nanoelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) and (NEMS)
resonant mode sensors along with support for an
Australia-India collaboration on gravitational wave
astronomy.
“The University’s reputation for international
excellence has enabled us to attract students from
the most distinguished Indian institutions, colleges
and universities,” says Professor Robson.
The presence on campus of notable academics
has also raised UWA’s profile in India. UWA
Professor Arun Dharmarajan (of the School of
Anatomy and Biology) and his collaborator Dr
Suvro Chatterjee (from AU-KBC Research Centre
in India) have stirred global interest in a blood
vessel growth inhibitor that could stop the growth
of tumours; Professor Srilata Ravi, Discipline Chair
of European Languages, is collaborating with
Canadian researchers in exploring the worldwide
legacy of French colonial culture; Professor Krishna
Sen recently became UWA’s Dean of Arts (we
profile her in this issue); and Professor Kadambot
Siddique, Director of UWA’s Institute of Agriculture
was recently presented with a gold medal by Dr
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam (former President of India) for his
contribution to legume science and technology.

Professor Siddique came to UWA to do PhD
research on chickpea adaptation. That research
was the starting point for the Australian chickpea
industry, currently valued at more than $250 million
per annum. UWA now has research links in legume
science and technology with Turkey, Bangladesh,
East Timor, Iraq, Syria, Oman, China, India, the US
and Canada.
Another academic recently honoured in India is
physics guru Professor Jim Williams who received a
highly regarded award from the Indian Association for
the Cultivation of Science. Also widely acknowledged
for his work as a member of a UNESCO group
developing an Indian Ocean tsunami warning system
is Sri Lankan-born UWA Professor Chari Pattiaratchi
of the School of Environmental Systems Engineering.
Leading agricultural scientists and natural
resource managers from UWA’s Institute of
Agriculture and the Faculty of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences recently hosted delegates from the Kerala
Agricultural University who were keen to consult with
University researchers on a range of climate change
issues and to meet those involved in teaching climate
studies.
Professor Hema Sharda of the Faculty of
Engineering, Computing and Mathematics, who is
Director of South Asia Relations, says that India is a
natural education partner for Australia.
Above: The diversity of UWA’s multicultural campus adds to the
learning experience of international students (Photo: Richard
Woldendorp)
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Professor Kadambot Siddique with Iraqi trainees at UWA

“There are several favourable factors for
collaborations between Australian and Indian
research partners, says Professor Sharda. “India
and Australia have a shared history and language,
common democratic traditions, similar legal, financial
and government structures and common interests.
“Our universities complement each other in
terms of research infrastructure and expertise in
fields such as micro-electronics, biotechnology,

biomedical engineering, computer science,
telecommunications and IT – and many other
disciplines.
“Perth’s large Indian community, its restaurants
and places of worship also help to make new
arrivals feel at home.”
UWA recognises the long-term benefits of
providing postgraduate scholarships to scientists
from developing countries and this is highlighted by
the number of graduates now playing key roles in
their countries.
Renuka Shrestha earned her PhD in 2006 and
now has responsibility for leading the Grain Legume
Research Program in Nepal. She is involved in
releasing new varieties of lentil and chickpea.
Dr Shrestha came to Australia as a John Allwright
Fellow, supported by the Australian Centre for
International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) which
enhances the research capabilities of partner-country
institutions.
Surveys indicate that 95 per cent of returned
ACIAR fellows said their studies were a positive
experience, increasing their research and writing
skills and their openness to new ideas. They
also cited the strengthening of their network of
professional contacts as a major benefit.
If you would like to know more about studying at
UWA, visit the website: www.uwa.edu.au

BC+Y UNWF23
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With the critical shortage of nurses and the ever-growing population, there’s never been a better time to build on your undergraduate
degree in any field and develop a secure career with exciting international possibilities. Our new Masters course enables
you to become a Registered Nurse (NMBWA accredited) with an advanced degree from a top Group of Eight university.
The UWA Master of Nursing Science course offers small classes and high-calibre teaching staff and is conducted in partnership
with Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and UWA’s School of Population Health in the Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health Sciences.
Registered Nurses can work in a range of specialties including community health, child health, emergency and critical care nursing
among many others. To learn more, come to our information evening on Wednesday, 21st October. Call 6488 1271 for details.

Fifty Commonwealth-supported nursing places are available for 2010.
Applications close at 5pm on Friday, 18th December. For full details simply visit
www.sph.uwa.edu.au
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Saving forests
from illegal logging
Halting the loss of forests to illegal logging and clearing is currently one of the
world’s great challenges. UWA graduate Richard McLellan, who holds a top post
with WWF International, is working with foresters and multinationals to facilitate
responsible forestry and sustainable practices. Trea Wiltshire reports.
Richard McLellan lives in a Swiss chalet nestled into
a cliff-face overlooking a picture-postcard Swiss
landscape that includes Lake Geneva and the Swiss
Alps. On his doorstep is a forest that reflects the
changing hues of ash, beech, birch and is home to
deer, chamois, foxes, lynx and countless birds.
“It’s a great place for a naturalist to live and work,”
says the UWA graduate who holds a top post with
WWF International. “After studying Earth Sciences
at UWA, it’s also pretty cool to be living in the Jura
Mountains that gave their name to the Jurassic
geological period. And yes, there really is a Jurassic
Park – just a few kilometres from our house!”
Richard and his wife Liz have worked for WWF
International for a decade and admit that their work
has become their life. He currently heads the Global
Forest and Trade Network (GFTN), while Liz works
with the Global Species Conservation Program.
“We can’t think of anything we’d prefer to be
doing,” says Richard. “WWF is a great organisation
with a purpose very closely aligned with our own
values, ethics and interests.”

However, since assuming his current post as
Director of the Global Forest and Trade Network
a year ago, there hasn’t been much time for the
bushwalking, mountain-biking and trekking that have
previously taken the pair to Everest Base Camp, the
Matterhorn and climbing routes in the Alps.

forests contribute
to the livelihood of
millions...yet they are
disappearing at the
alarming rate of 13
million hectares a year
Above: The Amazon rainforest
(Photo: Ziq Koch, WWF International)
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Over the last year Richard has travelled to more
than 15 countries to work with WWF in-country staff
and their key partners such as government ministers
and agencies and the forest and trade companies
that are program participants.
In that time the UWA graduate has encountered
graphic evidence of the loss of forests that lock up
carbon. Among the countries he has visited are ‘hot
spots’ where illegal logging is rampant and largely
unchecked.
Plundering and clearing forests to accommodate
plantations are major issues for the GFTN. As Richard
points out, forests harbour more than two-thirds of
the world’s plants and animals and contribute to the
livelihoods of millions, yet they are disappearing at
the alarming rate of 13 million hectares a year. Within
our region, Borneo, the Mekong and Papua New
Guinea (where some 65 per cent of log exports are
illegal) are of particular concern and WWF estimates
that if left unchecked, most of the three billion people
who currently depend on local forests will lose the
resource that sustains their subsistence living.
“We estimate that 15 per cent of global
hardwood trade is associated with illegal
logging and trade – at an estimated worth of up

15 per cent
of global
hardwood
trade is
associated
with illegal
logging
14
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to $15 billion annually – so billions are lost to
government revenues,” says Richard.
As Network head, his brief includes forging
working alliances between forest conservation and
business groups in an effort to protect the world’s
most threatened forests.
“We work with a broad range of stakeholders –
government, private and non-government sectors
– to prevent illegal and unsustainable logging and
to promote responsible management in highly
biodiverse areas such as the Amazon and Congo
basins, Russia, Borneo, Sumatra and the Mekong
region of Southeast Asia,” he explains. “The Network
has staff in some 30 countries and they assist
forestry and forest products trading companies in
evaluating their practices and procurement policies.
By working together we can create a truly renewable
industry.”
Currently the GFTN works with 350 companies,
including some of the world’s biggest forest owners
and managers, manufacturers, importers, distributors
and retailers. Names like IKEA, Wal-Mart, Sainsbury,
The Body Shop, Marks & Spencer, and Proctor and
Gamble are now linked with responsible forestry
companies. More than 21 million hectares of forest
have been certified as being well managed by the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) under the GFTN
program, with a future 12 million in the pipeline.
“By facilitating links between companies
committed to achieving and supporting responsible
forestry, the GFTN seeks to create global market
conditions that help conserve forests, while providing
economic and social benefits for the businesses and
people that depend on them,” says Richard whose
staff are scattered across the world. Senior managers
are based in the UK, Washington and Indonesia,
while regional managers are in Africa, Asia, Europe,
and the Americas.
“Working in such a challenging and at times highly
volatile subject area ensures that every workday
is going to be different and there is always a high
degree of pressure,” observes the graduate. “Major
challenges may include issues arising from poor
governance, lack of forestry law enforcement and
corruption in some parts of the world; dealing with
claims (frequently false) about companies working
with our program – and the short-comings of some of
the companies involved.”
Despite its challenges, this is a job that many a
conservationist would covet and Richard pays credit
to UWA for helping to shape the skills he employs.
“I graduated in 1981 after completing a Bachelor
of Science with a double major which included the
University’s inaugural trial of an environmental science
program, Advanced Environmental Studies, offered
by the School of Geography,” recalls Richard.
Left: Illegal logging in Indonesia (Photo: Alain Compost, WWF
International). Inset: UWA graduate Richard McLellan with some
of Sabah’s felled tropical hardwoods

“I had long held an interest in the environment
and the growing science around ecology and
environmental conservation, so this multi-disciplinary
program really struck a chord. Of course I hoped on
graduating to immediately get work with Greenpeace
or WWF but ended up doing a great variety of jobs
related to environmental conservation – including
teaching and photo-journalism. I finally joined WWF
in 2000 to run the field component of a woodlands
conservation project. Since then, I’ve worked on
woodlands and forest conservation in Australia,
Cambodia and across the globe.
“The variety of areas in which I was previously
involved proved invaluable in my later broader
management roles. They were partly due to
opportunities that came my way and partly due
to the broad range of units – geology, botany,
geomorphology, soil science, economics and
anthropology – that I studied at UWA. The latter
provided a broad platform for the multiple options I
pursued once I’d left UWA and I really enjoyed the
diversity of material.”
Richard would no doubt be astonished at the
range of environmental degrees now offered at UWA,
such as Climate and Environment; Conservation
Biology; Earth Science; Environmental Management;
Environmental Science; Environmental Geoscience;
Land, Soil and Water; Marine Science; and
Restoration Ecology.

Richard McLellan with the carapace of a threatened
species of freshwater turtle found on a wildlife
monitoring survey in Cambodia

Once is not enough for a screening
mammogram.
1 in 8 Australian women develop breast
cancer in their lifetime.
It is important for women 50 years and
over to have a FREE screening
mammogram at BreastScreen WA
every two years.

DOH 23265 August ‘09

For an appointment phone 13 20 50.

www.breastscreen.health.wa.gov.au
Helping Deliver a Healthy WA
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Between

bikini and burqa

UWA’s new Dean of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences queries whether the
smorgasbord of choices seemingly available to the ‘Me’ generation is an illusion.
UWA’s Professor Krishna Sen recalls sporting a mini
skirt in her undergraduate years at an elite women’s
college in India where most of her Muslim colleagues
wore hijab and burqa. She remembers relishing the
college’s secure environment which enabled such
challenges to stereotypes associated with dress
codes in India.
When delivering this year’s International Women’s
Day address soon after becoming UWA’s new Dean
of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, Professor
Sen expressed the view that the ‘Me’ generation’s
apparent smorgasbord of choices might well be
an illusion – “an incapacity to understand that our
so-called individual choices are determined by the
social structures surrounding us”.
Drawing an analogy between the bizarre extremes
of the burqa and the bikini, she said that while
she carried no brief for the former – and had little
doubt that it evoked images of Taliban repression
in Afghanistan – she pointed out that there are
countless articulate women around the world who
see the donning of burqa or hijab as ‘their choice’.
The feisty Indian-born academic invited her
audience to Google both items of clothing and
16
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to compare the engrossing online discussions
generated by the burqa with the celebrity gossip,
clothing and weight-loss products relating to the
bikini.
“Does the teenager really have a choice about
wearing particular kinds of clothing or is her body
being disciplined daily into a particular shape and
size for covering or un-covering,” she queried. “Is
it possible that the 17-year-old in a bikini and the
17-year-old in a hijab have similar illusions of choice?
Should we be equally suspicious of the girl who
thinks she chooses the burqa as the girl who thinks
she chooses to be thin enough to win approval from
her peers when wearing a bikini? In both cases the
choices are made in rigidly circumscribed contexts.”
Later, in her office in the Faculty of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences, the new Dean
recounts the journey that brought her to UWA.
Born in Calcutta – “one of the dirtiest, most
crowded, noisiest and poorest cities in the world” –
Krishna Sen’s academic forebears (her grandfather
was Vice-Chancellor of Delhi University) ensured
that she benefitted from good schools and colleges.
She was the first woman in her family to be awarded

messages, people won’t change their behaviour or
a PhD and whereas other family members had
adopt new modes of relating to one another. All these
studied at Oxford, she opted to complete a Masters
issues demand an analysis of cultures and societies
in International Relations in India and then study in
and in that broad sense the arts, humanities and social
Australia. Her PhD at Monash University explored
sciences are key areas of study.
the Suharto government’s censorship of films in
“For the last couple of decades students have
Indonesia and proved to be a launch pad into
drifted
into professional and management degrees
academia.
to
some
extent at the expense of arts and science,
“I took about eight years to complete what should
but
clearly
there is an increasing recognition now
have been a four-year study partly because I was
of
the
value
of an Arts degree. Interestingly, ABC’s
working to support myself but also because I loved
Radio
National
recently quoted the Harvard Business
the whole process of gaining a new cultural identity in
Review
as
suggesting
that ‘the new hot ticket item in
Jakarta,” she recalls. “I became fluent in the language
the
corporate
world
was
a Bachelor of Arts degree’!
and found it exciting immersing myself in another
“Some
suggest
that
the
arts and humanities are
Asian culture.
under
siege
at
universities
but
I see no indication of
“My choice of Indonesia was a conscious one.
this
at
UWA.
Our
enrolments
are
up and most of our
I rejected the notion of doing research in India or
any other country with Anglo-colonial connections.
I had a sense that while Western scholars were
enthusiastic about doing research in Asia, Asian
scholars tended to study their own rather than other
Asian cultures. I wanted to break that mould – and,
almost two decades later, it is largely broken.
“In colonial times, education systems and
scholarly connections tended to be forged with the
West but today there are more and more forums
where Asian scholars can come together. However,
there remains a good deal of political sensitivity within
Asia about research that examines another nation’s
history, culture or politics.”
Professor Sen was Executive Director for
Humanities and Creative Arts at the Australian
Research Council before coming to UWA. She has
also held academic posts at Murdoch University and
Curtin University of Technology.
A great champion of Arts degrees, Professor PAKISTAN,Ê MILITANTSÊ ANDÊ THEÊ STATE
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language courses have grown this year. This is good
news because I am passionate about the teaching
and learning of languages.
“I do believe Australians tend to be more
monolingual than we need to be and universities have
an important role to play in promoting languages
other than English – not only because of our location
within the Asia-Pacific region but because knowing
another language allows you to think in different ways
– and that is both important and fun!
“Australia has extraordinary expertise in Southeast
Asia but that specialised knowledge doesn’t always
translate into generating wider cultural interest in the
region. We have some of the world’s best experts on
Indonesian culture and politics, for instance, but almost
every Australian university teaching the language is
crying out about the downturn in student interest.
“An Indonesian friend suggests that whereas
academics in his country play a key intellectual role in
society – far beyond campus and specialist discourse
– we don’t get out enough and make our specialist
knowledge widely accessible to the media and society.
I think making those connections is vitally important.”
Professor Sen wants to encourage more Australian
students to engage in study abroad programs.

“The experience of taking in a diversity of
languages and cultures at a stage in your life when
you’re geared to learn and study is a wonderful
experience and a very formative one,” she says.
UWA’s new Dean also champions the
multiculturalism of her adopted country, along with
diversity and feminism – but not of the shrill variety.
“I have given up worrying about whether I speak
as a Third World woman because of my ethnonational origins or as a First World woman because
it is as an Australian academic that I find my voice
and language,” she says.
“The point is that the right to speak is a gift which
must be used responsibly and for those who don’t as
yet have a voice, while remembering all the time that
we need to bring other women, different women, to
our class rooms and our podiums so that they too
can speak about themselves and about us.”

>> C O N TACT
Professor Krishna Sen,
Dean of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Phone: +61 8 6488 3870
Email: arts.exec.dean@uwa.edu.au

Language – the passport to a rewarding career
UWA graduate Claire Harding’s
impressive achievements
reflect Professor Krishna Sen’s
conviction that acquiring a new
language and exploring different
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cultures is educational, rewarding
and enjoyable.
Claire became interested in
Indonesia when studying for a BA
in Asian Studies at UWA. A UWA
Study Abroad Scholarship to
advance her Indonesian language
studies took her to Universitas
Gadjah Mada in Yogyakarta and a
further scholarship funded by the
Indonesian government took her
to Yogyakarta State University.
Awarded First Class Honours,
the graduate gained further
experience as a translator/
editor for a NGO in Java through
Australian Volunteers International.
“This eight-month assignment
proved invaluable. It provided me
with a much deeper insight into
our closest neighbour as well
as fuelling my desire to improve
relations between Australia and
Indonesia, particularly at the
people-to-people level,” recalls
Claire.
“I found it incredibly fulfilling
working in a foreign country in
an environment vastly different
from what I had experienced
in Australia. Taking time out to

establish friendly relations with
co-workers was a crucial part of
the day. The adjustment process
saw me learning to slow down
and focus on truly connecting with
colleagues, not just my work.”
Now back in Perth, Claire
is a Development Officer with
the Australian Consortium for
In-Country Indonesian Studies
(ACICIS) – a study program which
enables Australian or international
students to undertake studies at
Indonesian partner universities.
“I first went to Indonesia as
a student with ACICIS, and this
unique opportunity led me to
where I am today. Now I’m able
to help others embark on their
own exciting overseas studies
adventure,” says Claire.
“My study and work experience
certainly contributed to securing
my current job and I know that
future employers will appreciate
that I am internationally aware and
adaptable. Multilingual skills are
a great asset given the need for
co-operation to create better ties
between countries like Australia
and Indonesia.”

Inner Ear
Middle Ear

Good vibrations

Outer Ear

Hearing loss is a major health concern that has a big impact on sufferers and costs
the Australian community some $12 billion annually. A UWA-affiliated treatment
and research centre that is already acknowledged internationally is addressing the
causes, treatment and prevention.
The ear is a complex and astonishing organ. It calls
into service a vibrating drum of membrane, a chain
of tiny bones, fine sensory hair cells, a labyrinth of
fluid-filled cavities and a network of nerves linked to
the brain. The orchestration of all of these instruments
connects us to the world of sound.
When such an intricate organ is damaged or
impaired – sometimes from birth – the loss may
dramatically impact daily life, work, communication
and learning.
Those suffering profound hearing loss were once
consigned to a world of silence, but today the range
of tools at the disposal of surgeons continues to
multiply, as do innovative avenues of research being
currently pursued.
Repairing ear damage and restoring function
is the core aim of the Ear Science Institute Australia
(ESIA), a UWA-affiliate acknowledged nationally
and internationally for its achievements in the
field of cochlear implants and cutting-edge tissue
engineering.

Currently operating in several locations, early
next year the Institute’s various clinical, research
and training arms will be brought together in an
impressive new facility in Subiaco that promises
further gains for patients.
“Bringing together researchers, clinicians,
audiologists and educators under one roof will also
enhance learning opportunities for students and
postgraduate researchers,” says Professor Marcus
Atlas, UWA’s Foundation Chair in Otolaryngology who
is a Director of the Institute. The surgeon/scientist
also heads the UWA Ear Sciences Centre (ESC) that
is part of the Institute.
In recent years great advances have been made
in collaborative research involving otolaryngologists,
surgeons, bio-engineers, computer scientists, cell
and tissue biologists and audiologists. The outcomes
have been life-changing for those involved.
Above: An ear examination at the Ear Science Institute
Inset: The ear – a complex and astonishing organ
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Connor Hamilton, a lively boy who today chatters
animatedly, was born profoundly deaf. Extensive
testing when he was a one-year-old revealed that
he had profound hearing loss in both ears. A small
piece of medical technology, a cochlear implant,
was surgically inserted by Professor Atlas, allowing
Connor to hear sound for the first time just days
before his second birthday. His mother was pleased
to observe the decline of frustration previously evident
in her son and the growth of a greater independence.
Connor was one of the first Western Australians
to receive a relatively new implant that fits snugly to
the residual nerve fibres in the cochlear. Professor
Atlas says the device’s innovative speech processor
meant that Connor was able to use the latest speech
processing strategies to improve his ability to hear
sound and speech and to develop language.
“All of the technology is Australian, and the
Institute was the first to utilise this implant,” says
Professor Atlas. “At ESIA and the ESC we are
involved in international multicentre trials for an
increasing number of implantable hearing devices.”
Whereas Connor couldn’t appreciate the
research, technology and skills that underpin his
new-found hearing, leading Western Australian
fibre textile artist Nalda Searles does – and she’s
profoundly grateful “to the wonderful dedicated
people who devote their lives to improving the
hearing process”. After Professor Atlas had ‘switched
on’ Nalda’s implant, the artist was able to return
to teaching and to her important work with remote
Aboriginal communities.
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Remote communities – where up to 50 per cent of
people may have ear diseases – are also benefitting
from Institute research and technology.
“Ear problems are the most common reasons
for children being admitted to hospital,” says Adjunct
Associate Professor Robert Eikelboom. “Almost all
children in remote communities will experience ear
problems often associated with common infections
such as colds. If the infection enters the middle ear
and goes untreated, it can lead to a burst eardrum.
Treatment is easy and effective – but for the tyranny of
distance.”
That’s where the Institute’s Tele-otology Program
swings into action, linking specialists with patients
who would otherwise have difficulty accessing such
advice.
The Institute has developed an ear telehealth
system including a software package called
AurisView and a digital video-otoscope that allows
health workers to collect clinical data that is sent via
the Internet to ear specialists. The Institute has also
developed a training course that enables area health
workers to gather the on-the-ground data that is
the first step towards treatment. The Institute’s teleotology system has been implemented in a number
of areas in Western Australia. A research grant
was recently awarded to investigate the costs and
benefits of ear telehealth.
UWA Professor of Otolaryngology and ENT
surgeon, Dr Peter Friedland has recently joined
the Institute from South Africa. He is involved
Above: Marcus Atlas, Director of the Ear Science Institute
Insets: Connor Hamilton with his implant and with his mum
Next page: Audio testing at the Ear Science Institute

in expanding the program to include telehealth
consultations with patients with nose and throat
conditions, and cancers of the head and neck.
For damaged ear drums there is now the hope of
repair or replacement of damaged or diseased tissue
through the revolutionary field of tissue engineering.
Advances in cartilage and bone tissue engineering
mean that it may be possible to reconstruct the outer
ear and parts of the ear canal.
Professor Atlas says that Institute scientists are
determined (through a current research project) to
replace damaged organs with an artificial ear drum.
The inner ear – the fine hair cells in the cochlea, the
nerve connections to the brain, the balance canals –
is proving more challenging, but advances are being
made to restore function to the cochlea, and the
repair of nerve cells is being tackled.
“Our tissue engineering research aims to replicate
the eardrum’s three main structural layers. Microscopy
techniques have defined the eardrum’s structure and
function and cells have been grown on a scaffold that
will give the artificial eardrum its strength,” explains
Professor Atlas. “We have reached the stage of animal
studies and a planned human trial.”
Whereas Professor Atlas once routinely
encountered ears damaged by industrial or mining
noise exposure, he says that regulation and a better
understanding of workplace noise have significantly
reduced such cases. However, another increasing
area of hearing loss is emerging: the overuse of
personal high volume music players that could cause
long-term hearing losses for young people. Recently
Institute researchers were awarded a grant of more
than half a million dollars by the Commonwealth
Department of Health and Ageing to run a Hearing
Loss Prevention Program.
The Institute has already conducted research into
high volume music at several Perth music venues
and concluded that three in five venues had an
average sound level reading above 100 decibels –
a dangerous level according to Adjunct Research
Fellow Gemma Upson.
Educating the public on the effects of this and
other threats to hearing is one of the briefs of a
Lotterywest-supported Hearing Discovery Centre
planned for the Institute’s new building. It aims at
promoting awareness and understanding of hearing
and balance disorders, and will incorporate interactive
public information as well as facilities for early selfdiagnosis.
The $20 million new building in Subiaco will house
the Lions Hearing Clinic, day surgery facilities, research
laboratories and the Hearing Discovery Centre. The
Institute building is largely funded by major WA private
and corporate philanthropy.
The Institute is a not-for-profit organisation
affiliated with both UWA and the State’s teaching
hospitals. Professor Atlas says its strength is the
close working relationship that has been generated

between clinicians and researchers. It is active in
the Royal Australian College of Surgeon’s initiative
of Surgeon Scientists, and trains medical students,
health workers, nurses, GPs and surgeons.
Hearing loss is Australia’s second most
prevalent health concern, with a financial cost to
the community of $12 billion annually. Lions Hearing
Clinics run free screenings during Hearing Awareness
Week each year.
If you would like to know more about the Institute,
visit the website: www.earscience.org.au

Audiology’s many career paths
Ear science research and teaching at UWA are not
limited to the Ear Science Institute Australia. UWA’s
Masters course in Clinical Audiology has been
delivered by the Physiology Department and later by
the School of Biomedical Biomolecular and Chemical
Sciences for almost a decade.
Audiology is a paramedical scientific discipline
leading to diverse career paths. Some graduates
move into the vital area of hearing science research,
others work on sound-related aspects of industrial
and workplace environments, while the majority
find careers in healthcare. In the latter, they are
responsible for accurate testing of hearing function
in adults and children, diagnosis of disorders and
prescription of rehabilitative measures.
continued on page 37
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In the right place
at the right time
Rosalie Dwyer was a mature age student when studying social work at UWA. Now
a senior community child protection worker in a remote Indigenous community, she
recently became the inaugural WA 2009 Social Worker of the Year.
Rosalie Dwyer acknowledges that a wealth of
experience in culturally-diverse settings has shaped
her career – and put her in the right place at the
right time.

Four years ago the Department of Child
Protection posted her to a remote Indigenous
community in response to one of the
recommendations of the Gordon Inquiry. One of
two child protection workers – the first in the area –
Rosalie is still there, relishing the challenges.
The UWA graduate’s peers clearly agree that
she’s ‘in the right place at the right time’. Recently,
she became the inaugural Social Worker of the Year
– receiving the highest of several awards initiated
by the WA Branch of the Australian Association of
Social Workers in partnership with UWA’s Social
Work Alumni and the discipline of Social Work
and Social Policy at UWA and Curtin University of
Technology.
As 2009 Social Worker of the Year, Rosalie has
been recognised for her contribution to communities
in the Ngaanyatjarra Lands. She also won the Rural
and Remote Practitioner category at a gala event at
the University Club.
Above: UWA graduate and 2009 Social Worker of the Year,
Rosalie Dwyer
Left: The ‘big spaces’ of the red-earth landscape near
Warburton where Rosalie is based
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Presenting the awards, Minister for Child
Protection Robyn McSweeney commended the vital
role of social workers in strengthening communities.
“While the profession can be challenging, it
can also be personally fulfilling and, with my own
experience in this field, I know it delivers lasting
benefits to the community,” said the Minister.
Rosalie agrees that her field of work is rewarding.
Her experience in Indigenous communities extends
back to the 1960s when she and her husband, Ernie
Stringer (also a UWA graduate) worked at Cundeelee
mission school in the Goldfields. Later, in the 1980s,
accompanied by their children, they travelled through
much of the State as part of the Federal Electoral
Office’s Aboriginal Electoral Education Program,
teaching people in Indigenous communities about the
Australian electoral system.
“Our kids had distance education. They played
football with local kids while we sat under a tree
talking to parents about filling in voting forms and the
purpose of our electoral system. And the response
was great,” recalls Rosalie.
After Rosalie completed a degree in Social
Work at UWA she joined the Department of Child
Protection. She worked in various locations across
WA and also took unpaid leave for a year to work as
a social worker in Albuquerque, New Mexico. When
applications for community child protection officers
in several remote communities were advertised,
she knew this was the job she wanted and that her
experience had equipped her to handle.
“Had I been younger, I would have stressed about
situations I am not able to change,” she observes.
“Today I don’t get ground down by problems. I
might worry as I reflect on them, but I don’t stress.
I have learnt that I have to work at a micro level to
build capacity. You have to work with people, to
understand how they view their world, in order to
help them. And when things don’t work out, I have
learnt to put things away and move on. And I always
acknowledge that I still have much to learn.
“I love living at Warburton in these big spaces.
What I also like is the fact that people approach me
for a chat when I walk down the street, they knock on
my door and visit, and they welcome our presence in
the town. Sure there are difficult and sad situations
that need to be nutted out every day, but the rewards
are many – and the greatest is the contact and
empathy I have with people.”
Rosalie also enjoys working collaboratively with
other agencies in the area: health workers, educators
and police.
“When we first arrived, some of our interactions
with other service providers were marked by their
relief that finally there were child protection workers in
town, but also by their demands: ‘What are you going
to do about this or that situation?’ Initially a lot of time
was spent deflecting demands for immediate action.
We knew we couldn’t rush into removing children

i love living at
warburton in these
big spaces...sure there
are difficulties, but the
rewards are many –
and the greatest is the
contact and empathy i
have with people
who couldn’t exist beyond family relationships that
were so important to them. And where would they
go? The only way forward was to work with the
families for the best possible outcomes.”
One of the things that impressed the Award
judges was Rosalie’s ‘patient, tenacious and inclusive
approach’ – an approach reflected in the success
she had when working with a teenage mother with
mental health issues. The judges noted that Rosalie
helped the teenager to successfully care for her baby,
developing and monitoring a network of supports in
the community. The baby is now a happy, healthy
and much-loved three-year-old.
“After two years here I expected I’d be ready to
return to urban life, but I am continually surprised
that each year I say, ‘another year’,” says Rosalie.
“Working in Warburton and the other Ngaanyatjarra
communities is a continuing privilege. I consider this
the best job I’ve ever had.”
For more information about the WA Social Worker
of the Year Awards, visit the website: www.aasw.asn.
au/SWOTY.htm
Above: Rosalie Dwyer visiting local Ngaanyatjarra communities
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newsmaKer
As a secondary student did you have a clear idea
of what you wanted to study?
At school I had a fantastic economics teacher and I
thought that economics might be for me. It was not
until getting half way through the degree at UWA that
it became apparent to me how much mathematics
(including calculus and statistical methodology) was
required to be a truly accomplished economist.
However, while I wasn’t innumerate, maths wasn’t my
strongest point. In fact I recall a good friend of mine,
who was a maths teacher at the time, coaching me
through some of the harder parts of my economics
degree – he got a carton of beer for his efforts and I
got a C in Mathematics 150.

there are lots of
challenges being a
politician and complaining
about them is liKe
complaining that you get
wet when you go for a swim
One of the youngest members of the
WA Parliament, State Attorney General
and Minister for Corrective Services
Christian Porter was a senior lecturer
at the UWA Law School before his
entry into politics in February last year.
The UWA graduate topped his class
at the prestigious London School of
Economics in a Masters Degree in
Political Theory – so it was probably no
surprise to anyone that he should now
be WA’s first law officer. And, as you’ll
read in his responses to our questions,
running is the activity that helps him
cope with his demanding role.
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How did you view your future career when
studying at UWA and what were the landmarks
that helped shaped your career?
It’s difficult to actually recall giving over too much
time to thinking about my future career when I was in
the thick of my studies at UWA. Like a lot of students
I had a vague idea that I would need to have a career
by virtue of then distant economic imperatives like
mortgage repayments but I did not really pay the idea
much attention until it was sort of on me.
As to landmarks, I experienced certain periods of
time at UWA that revolved around individual teachers
who had a real impact on me. Certainly starting
Law School as a 25 year-old opened me to an
entirely new way of looking at problems and possible
solutions – and gave me my first real insight into the
inter-connectedness of the basic threads that run
between politics, economics and law.
Before that, I enjoyed immensely taking the
classes of Professor Patrick O’Brien, when he was
lecturing in the School of Political Science. He was
a man who was passionate about the things that
he taught and was something of a comprehensive
sceptic, being completely unrestrained by dogma in
the way he approached his subject matter. He would
think out loud and consider every angle on an issue,
which I found incredibly liberating.
What are the major challenges in your current
role and what are the personal qualities that have
proved to be assets in your career?
I really enjoy reading. I would rather probably read a
book than go to a football match, although admitting
this fact is not necessarily the best start for a
politician! But I think that all the things I have read
and all the ideas I have been exposed to at UWA,
and later at the London School of Economics, have
been a big help when entering politics or any career
which involves public policy.
There are lots of challenges being a politician –
and complaining about them is like complaining that
you get wet when you go for a swim. But, if I had to
comment on one, it would be that a central challenge
for a modern politician is to be realistic. Somewhere
along the way in Australia both dominant political

parties have fallen into the delusion that they can
fix and control more problems and difficulties than
they actually can. Even after 12 months it’s easy to
feel yourself being sucked in towards a strong revival
of utopian thinking that has become pervasive in
modern politics. In part it’s as simple as a natural
response to modern media, where in short grabs
realism doesn’t sell particularly well. But at a deeper
level I suspect there is a re-emergence of the view
that somehow, perhaps through the combination
of continual refinement of liberal political institutions
with huge advancements in modern technology,
governments can actually or potentially solve all
societal ills. This type of thinking strikes me as
unrealistic and I am very cautious of it.
What is your working day like and how do
you relax?
When I was at the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions, if I was preparing for a trial I would
work hard, there’s no doubt about it. You can work
a 14-hour day in politics just as you can in the law
but unfortunately, you also have to throw in 25 phone
calls, three to six ‘urgent’ media queries, several
meetings (not always with people who are terribly
happy) and a trip to a prison. The work requires
quick decisions on complicated matters and I pore
over these decisions for some time afterwards.
This can make relaxation a challenge, but I have a
tremendously understanding wife and I like running.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Open to all UWA Staff
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Win a Twilight Sail
Sign up for an ‘Ultimate’ UWA Staff Corporate Fitness
Membership during the month of October 2009 and go
into the draw to WIN a Twilight Sail on the Swan River for
yourself and seven of your work colleagues on a Foundation
36 out of Royal Perth Yacht Club.*

somewhere along the
way in australia both
dominant political parties
have fallen into the
delusion that they can
fiX and control more
problems and difficulties
than they actually can
And even better, I’m not fit enough for running to
be easy for me, so when I am running I’m usually
thinking about how terrible I feel about the run rather
than about the last day of work!
What does the future hold?
We all have to make hard career choices at times and
there is much I like about politics but I feel I would
also like to continue as a lawyer at some point and
also to work as an academic. Each of these is so
difficult on its own that it probably needs an entire
career devoted to it, and while I pretend to myself that
if I devoted my entire working career to one of those
three things I would be quite solid at it, more likely I
will move in between the three from time to time and
be average at each of them.

Hundreds
of young
women lost!
Did you live at St Catherine’s College
during your uni days?
Then we’d love to find you again.
Please visit our website at
www.stcatherines.uwa.edu.au
or call us on +61 8 9442 0400

Information and registrations:
Contact UWA Staff Corporate Fitness on 6488 3077, email
us on corpfit@sport.uwa.edu.au or come & see us during
working hours at the UWA Watersports Complex, adjacent
to Car Park #23, Hackett Drive, Crawley.
*conditions apply
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All set

to puzzle the world
Remember the Rubik’s Cube, the brain-teaser that swept the world in the 1980s and
is still tantalising those who try to unravel it? Created by a Hungarian sculptor and
professor of architecture, the cube has sold more than 350 million worldwide – a
success story well known to two graduates nurturing their own dreams of puzzling
the world with mathematical ingenuity and possibly working with Rubik himself.
Mathematician Pantazis Houlis and business strategist Siva Subramaniam are partners in MindStrat
Puzzles, a company launching a new generation of
puzzles that are on the brink of reaping international
recognition and rewards. The graduates met at
UWA and admit to “sharing hard times” when, as
international students, they worked at several jobs to
support themselves through postgraduate studies.
Siva came to Western Australia after completing
undergraduate chemical engineering studies in India.
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He has a MBA from this University, initially studying
in Perth and completing his degree in Singapore.
He has wide experience in sales, marketing and
business strategy for start-ups and multinational
companies.
Pantazis came to UWA from Kastellorizo, a tiny
Greek island that was heavily bombed during World
War II but retains relics of a colourful history, from
Crusader castles to Ottoman mosques. The Houlis
family fled the devastated island after the war and

along with other islanders – including prominent
members of Perth’s Greek community – settled
in Perth. Later the family returned to Greece, but
Pantazis was born in Perth and, like other family
members, was destined to return.
After completing his undergraduate degree at the
University of Crete, his mathematics professor urged
him to pursue Master’s studies in algebraic graph
theory at UWA supervised by Professor Cheryl
Praeger. He then completed a PhD in Controller
Reduction in Control Systems in the School of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering supervised by
Associate Professor Victor Sreeram. He is currently
working on research on crack propagation in Civil
and Resource Engineering with Professor Arcady
Dyskin.
The founder and president of UWA’s Mechanical
and Mathematical Puzzle Club, Pantazis has been
fascinated by puzzles since he was a boy and today
he owns one of Australia’s biggest collections of rare
mathematical puzzles.
Unravelling fishing lines, knots and the myriad
ways they tangle, was an early skill the young
Pantazis acquired on an island where fishing was
the main pastime. Later, at a Christmas party, he
easily fixed a Rubik’s ‘magic folding plate puzzle’
that a guest had broken. “To my surprise, I was not
just able to put it back together extremely fast, but
it seemed like a skill I had from a long time ago,”
he recalls. “I began to appreciate that not only did I
understand the mathematics of complex puzzles but
I could create many other variations, particularly of
the folding plate variety.” Pantazis was delighted to
meet the creator of the Rubik’s Cube recently and is
discussing the possibility of working with Mr Rubik.
To date Pantazis has designed more than 100
puzzles that are currently entertaining international
puzzle aficionados at trade fairs. Among his industry
peers, Pantazis is recognised for his folding plate
and 3D gravity puzzles.
Forming MindStrat Puzzles, Pantazis and Siva
plan to make their puzzles available across the
world. Siva is CEO and Director of MindStrat and
has overseen the manufacture in Singapore of
puzzles that are selling through the company’s
website to individuals, corporations and distributors.
The puzzles make ideal promotional gifts because
logos can be incorporated in the designs.
While early prototypes were fashioned in paper
and foam, the pair can now admire polycarbonate
versions of the Cubedron, Krystalledron and Magic
folding puzzles.
“These are maths puzzles that target different
age groups,” explains Siva. “Our aim is to divert kids
from violent electronic games so that we teach them
dexterity and logical thinking.”
Pantazis admits to being obsessed with the
puzzles he invents and that he loves to demonstrate
at toy fairs in Prague, Nuremberg and Hongkong.

life is a myriad
of small puzzles
waiting to be
unravelled,
and there
should be joy in
unravelling them
one at a time
While he lectures at UWA and works on his thesis
(on stress intensity factors in cracks in buildings),
he admits that he could not juggle so many
commitments without an understanding employer!
Pantazis is impressed with the mathematics that
underpin the best puzzles currently on the market.
He’s clearly fascinated by the Brain-Twist tetrahedron,
the organic movement of the Astrolabacus – “one
of the most ingenious puzzles of all time” – and the
Skewb Cube.
“Each person has a different way of thinking, so
a puzzle that is easy for one could be difficult for
another,” he observes. “One of my favourites is the
2x2x2 cube that looks deceptively simple. Many
friends claim they can solve it at once – and the end
result has been embarrassing for all. And when I tell
them that such a puzzle has 3.7 million combinations,
they find it hard to believe.
“The biggest secret in the world of cubing is that
anyone can solve the 3x3x3 Rubik’s Cube,” he says.
“Once the algorithms are known, solving the cube
is as easy as memorising a few lines of text. The
same principle applies to every mathematical puzzle.
Those algorithms have been optimised through the
years and many speed-solving techniques have been
developed, allowing competitors to solve the Rubik’s
Cube in just over 10 seconds.”
Whereas the two good friends are clearly excited
about where their puzzles could take them, it’s also
clear that they relish the pursuit of the perfect puzzle.
“Life is a myriad of small puzzles waiting to be
unravelled,” they observe, “and there should be joy in
unravelling them one at a time.”

>> C O N TACT
Pantazis Houlis – Phone: 0403 025 901
Email: pantazis@houlis.com
Siva Subramaniam – Phone: +65 9632 8745
Email: siva@mindstratpuzzles.com
www.mindstratpuzzles.com
Mechanical and Mathematical Puzzle Club
(http://clubs.guild.uwa.edu.au/clubs/mmpc/
Previous page: Pantazis Houlis (Photo: Lindy Brophy)
Above: Siva Subramaniam
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Restoring
the landscape
Professor Richard Hobbs, UWA’s Professor of Restoration Ecology, was recently
named an Australian Laureate Fellowship winner and he intends to put his fellowship
funding to good use in projects that promise to restore degraded landscapes.
While his undergraduate degree focussed on a
landscape wreathed with mist in his native Scotland,
postgraduate studies introduced Richard Hobbs
to remnant ecosystems on nutrient-poor soils that
would later become an enduring interest when he
settled in Western Australia.
As a postdoctoral researcher at Stanford
University in the United States, Richard Hobbs
studied the dynamics of North America’s remnant
serpentine grasslands. These expanses of rare
prairie grasses and wildflowers are today the focus of
considerable conservation interest.
From the US, Richard Hobbs came to Australia
taking up an appointment with the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) where he became Officer in Charge of the
WA laboratory in 1997. His research focus became
the dynamics of fragmented ecosystems in the WA
Wheatbelt.
Today he is Professor of Restoration Ecology
at UWA and he heads an Ecosystems Restoration
Laboratory (within the School of Plant Biology) that
will significantly benefit from the funding that comes
with his fellowship, advancing research into several
vital areas.
Restoration ecologists address a range of
landscape issues from the rehabilitation of mine sites
and degraded agricultural land to tackling invasive
weeds and restoring urban parkland. And there
is considerable demand for their expertise across
Australia and the world.
Professor Hobbs’ team is currently working
on a range of projects including restoring the flora
and fauna of previously mined Alcoa sites and
developing strategies for the eventual revegetation
of the Gnangara pine plantation area that sits above
Perth’s major water source. It is also providing a
research framework for one of Australia’s most
ambitious conservation projects: restoring ecological
connections across the southwest of the State.
Professor Hobbs has worked for several
years with Alcoa scientists on strategies for the
rehabilitation of bauxite mine sites at Dwellingup.
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While the company’s commitment to restoration has
won it international recognition, he says, significant
challenges remain.
“Since the late 1980s the focus has been on
recreating the jarrah forest landscape rather than
planting other species, and it was assumed that
when the forest had regrown the fauna would return.
But not all fauna species return and we need to
understand why. Is it because fallen logs and other
habitat elements are still missing?” he asks.
“We’re also exploring the most appropriate level
of fertiliser to apply to rehabilitated areas to achieve
the best outcomes. We know that too much fertiliser
encourages non-native species and has a negative
impact on native plants that are used to surviving
without much nourishment.”
Another project that will benefit from fellowship
funding is the ambitious Gondwana Link program
that has brought together local, regional and national
groups.
“The vision is to restore and maintain connected
country across the region – and to engage in
activities that combine Indigenous, local and scientific
knowledge,” explains Professor Hobbs. “Essentially
this alliance is carrying out restoration and protection
on a grand scale – and UWA will help by providing a
research framework for the project.”
Greening Australia, Australian Bush Heritage
and other groups have joined forces to reconnect
the Stirling Range and Fitzgerald River National
Parks. Currently the parks are separated by only
70km of mainly cleared land. Land acquisitions
and conservation covenants are helping to protect
the most ecologically important and at-risk private
lands. The latest revegetation techniques are being
applied to restore bush habitats in the area and
local Indigenous peoples are re-establishing their
traditional links with the land.
On properties between the parks that have been
jointly purchased by the two bodies, more than 1400
hectares of direct seeding and tree planting has taken
place. The aim is to mirror the original vegetation that
often boasted up to 500 plant species per property.
During his long career, Professor Hobbs has
observed big changes in community attitudes
towards the environment.
“The growth of Friends groups looking after
remnant bushland and riparian vegetation is very
heartening,” he observes. “People are much more
aware about what needs to be conserved in their
areas – and when that happens, politicians are more
likely to be pressured into action.”
However he laments the inadequacy of overall
funding for restoration programs in the South West, a
region acknowledged internationally as a biodiversity
‘hot spot’.
“Over the years we have managed to
comprehensively damage the landscape, producing
a range of problems from salinity to invasive species.

people are
much more
aware about
what needs to
be conserved
in their areas
Some of these are so intractable that conservation
and restoration will be really difficult,” he says.
“On top of that, our old weathered soils and long
dry summers make the process of restoration more
difficult. A lot of work needs to be done in parts
of Western Australia where we have ‘worse case’
scenarios but the money governments invest in our
natural heritage is minuscule.”
On a positive note, Professor Hobbs is pleased to
see increasing enrolments in areas of study – natural
resource management and conservation biology –
that promise benefits for the land.
“It’s a huge country with a relatively small
research community, so we need all the expertise we
can get,” says UWA’s Australian Laureate.
In a recent article in the prestigious journal
Science, the ARC Australian Laureate Fellow noted
that restoration ecologists use a range of materials
in assessing how to restore damaged landscapes.
These include written descriptions, photos, maps,
paintings and paleoecological records such as tree
rings, rodent middens and sediments.
If you would like to know more about studying
restoration ecology at UWA, visit the website:
www.plants.uwa.edu.au/research/ecosystem_
restoration

>> C O N TACT
Professor Richard Hobbs
Phone: +61 8 6488 4691
Email: richard.hobbs@uwa.edu.au
Above: Professor Richard Hobbs. Inset: A trigger plant
(Stylidium). Previous page: Alcoa mine rehabilitation in the
Darling Range (Photo: Alcoa of Australia Limited)
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guest column

if i need
to Know
something...
there will
be a uwa
graduate
willing and
able to help
UWA’s Ofﬁce of Development invited Rob
Campbell, Executive Director and founder
of the television production company
Screentime – makers of the popular,
award-winning Underbelly TV series
about Melbourne’s gangland – to address
an alumni gathering in Sydney. The UWA
graduate says his wife Denise blanched,
fearing stories about “various atrocities
on University Football Club intervarsities
or Bulls and Bears picnics”. With such
events side-lined, Rob settled for evoking
the life and times of UWA in 1968. His
audience was clearly delighted – as we
suspect readers will be with this excerpt
from his address.
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It is 1968, you’re 17 and bullet proof. Most of us
rode a bike to Uni or borrowed our deeply anxious
mother’s car to get to the Crawley campus. Five
dollars a week was the comfortable allowance that
provided for our every need. Poseidon went from an
issue price of a dollar to $250 in a year. The mature
age law students were playing poker for thousands
of dollars a hand from the dubious gains of share
trading while the rest of us were vigorously trading
penny dreadfuls on the advice of the groundsman at
James Oval.
Funny how some things change but not very
much.
Oh and for those who were interested, there was
a war on… but it must be said not many were, at
least not until your marble was drawn out.
So what did the alchemy of this uncomplicated,
some would say by today’s terms, undemanding era
at UWA produce?
Well a lot in people terms: the twelfth Chief
Justice of the High Court of Australia; a leader of the
Federal Opposition; a Federal Treasurer; four State
Premiers; two chairmen of the big four Australian
banks; a brace of eminent surgeons, judges and
businessmen; and to the best of my knowledge not
many recidivists to the convict ancestry.
But rather than dwell on their positions in life or
society it is always more interesting to see how the
UWA alumni are drawn together.
Dr Peter Newman, the man best known as the
coach of the victorious 1968 B Colts premiership
team – and incidentally the man who introduced the
notion of carbon neutrality for 46 cents a day at a
recent University Football Club reunion – remarked
how interesting it was to have two ‘68 teammates
Michael Chaney and Rod Eddington, sitting
alongside him on a Federal Government Advisory
Board as they worked out the future requirements of
the country’s infrastructure requirements alongside
environmental needs.
In a former life I had the real pleasure of working
closely with Kim Beazley on quite important
changes to the Broadcasting Services Act. No easy
task for any of us with Kerry Packer, Frank Lowy,
Alan Bond, Christopher Skase and the Fairfax family
jealously guarding each last blade of their hard won
and precious turf.
The common bond of UWA certainly made sure
some vigorously held and diametrically opposed
views were negotiated with good grace and often
good humour. It certainly gave us a better starting
point than trying to pretend how we missed the
good old days of the Builders Labourers Federation
on Melbourne building sites, which was the starting
point with a number of Kim Beazley’s ministerial
colleagues.
Let me digress for a moment at the risk of
incurring the wrath of at least half the people in
this room.

In Kim Beazley I saw someone who, in my view,
had the highest of ideals and the most honourable
of intentions of any politician I have come across.
He is no doubt relishing life after politics. However,
some of us who saw him close up wonder, to this
day, what might have been had he made it to The
Lodge. I will forever believe he would have made a
great PM who would have done a lot to heighten
the standing of the national debate, particularly if
someone early in his term hid the dictionary deep in
the bowels of Parliament House.
Infrastructure, the environment and thwarted
political careers aside, the UWA alumni for me is an
important part of many aspects of my life.
Whilst I had the good fortune of marrying a
Queenslander, have lived away from WA for 36
years, never practised anything I learned and quickly
forgot from my Economics degree, I happily bump
into UWA and more importantly, the alumni a lot.
For example: two weekends ago in Canberra
sitting alongside Alec O’Hallaran watching the
Swans being lacerated by some team from
Melbourne; in London twice a year over a meal with
Richard Porter, Richard Parry and Geoff Laurent,
following a godson’s progress through UWA as
his parents and our great friends had done 40
years ago; or simply marvelling at Cate Blanchett
performing as part of the UWA Perth International
Arts Festival. It’s a long way from lunchtime
concerts by Max Merritt and the Meteors at the
Octagon.
For me there are two tests in relation to the
alumni: if there’s a graduate from UWA who comes
through the door at Screentime looking for an
opportunity, the other applicants could be Stephen
Speilberg and Russell Crowe and they would
come second and third respectively. I’m pleased
to see young UWA law graduate Robert Potter
making his way in film production after a bit of
uncharacteristically sound advice from Screentime.
Secondly, if I need to know something or help
someone find out something or get to see someone,
there will be a UWA graduate willing and able to help.
In short, I think the best way one can give
something back to this great place is money certainly,
but also a little well intended and well placed bias
towards the alumni, particularly the recent graduates
and, via occasions such as this, to ensure the
maintenance of a current and lively network both
professionally and personally.
We are lucky to be attached, however remotely
or occasionally, to this institution – and its alumni
– that has earned a special place in all our
postgraduate lives.
Biographical note: Rob Campbell graduated
with a degree in Economics in 1971. He worked for
WA Newspapers before joining Network Ten. He
was CEO of the Seven Network before founding
Screentime in 1996 with Des Monaghan.

if there’s a graduate
from uwa who comes
through the door at
screentime looKing for
an opportunity, the
other applicants could
be stephen speilberg and
russell crowe and they
would come second and
third respectively
Screentime, which won the Screen Producers
Association of Australia’s 2008 Independent
Producers Award, has offices in Sydney, Auckland
and Dublin. It is soon to produce Tim Winton’s
Cloudstreet for television. Rob is a former Chairman
of the Film Finance Corporation and the Australian
Film Commission. He is a current board member of
the Sydney Swans and Chairman of Adcorp.
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A man for all soil reasons
Dr John Gladstones, the man responsible for the quality of much of what you eat
and drink, will be guest speaker at Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association’s
50th Reunion Luncheon. He talks to Rita Clarke about his research and career.
Chances are the last time you thought about clover
was as a child when searching for the mythical four
leafed one. And lupins? Perhaps when you saw their
vivid blueness clumped in a cottage garden. Strange
to think that our sheep’s consumption of these plants
has contributed massively to the nation’s wealth.
We may, in fact, have been riding on the sheep’s
mandibles, rather than its back.
Clover can be dangerously potent. Remember
when, in Thomas Hardy’s Far from the Madding
Crowd, Bathsheba Everdene’s sheep get out to graze
on a field thick with young English clover and get
bloat? Stalwart shepherd Gabriel Oak punctures their
distended stomachs and saves the day.
Here in Australia, clover isn’t so dangerously rich.
In fact, WA’s stalwart ‘shepherd’ Dr John Gladstones
has bred and improved it so farmers can actively put
it into the stomachs of their flocks. “Clover originated

western australia
was considered an
insignificant flea in a
wine industry dominated
by south australia
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in the Mediterranean but I was interested in collecting
types that had become naturalised here and joined
the research programs being carried out by Clive
Francis and John Millington,” says John.
“I looked for clovers in stables, old churchyards
and railway stations and in 1969 even came across
a naturally occurring clover near the Dalkeith Tennis
Club, once the site of a dairy farm. There are 100
distinct strains of clover, and we selected specimens
for their low oestrogenic activity.” Another bonus is
that clover and lupins filch nitrogen from the air and
put it into the soil, so they’re natural fertilisers.
Amongst other legumes, John has most
famously manipulated lupins into digestible
feedstock. He bred the world’s first crop varieties
of a narrow-leafed lupin which, followed by 11
successively improved cultivars, produced more
than one million tonnes of feed valued at $182.5
million in 1992. Lupins are now an essential part of
Western Australian dairy rations, important for pigs,
poultry and fat lamb especially out of season.
John grew up in East Guildford and started his
interest in crops by growing radishes at the age of
five. He then developed a small market garden and
by his teens had a nice little source of income selling
vegetables. During his time at Guildford Grammar,
where John’s father worked, he began collecting
stamps.
“It was early in the war and ex-pat boys were
sent down to board from Asia, so they got lots of
letters. We lived next door to the school’s office so I
used to rifle through the rubbish bins,” he said.
But his main interest was in rifling through the
‘weedy rubbish’ growing outdoors. His grandfather,
a share-farmer, keen gardener, and surveyor in the
Great Southern, fostered this interest in plants.
Little surprise then, that he didn’t take up his
family’s suggestion to go into accountancy. Instead
he enrolled in an agriculture course at UWA. “We
were a small group in the 1950s – 19 went into first
year and only eight got through that year.” There
were no viable protein crops in WA and the State
depended on imports.
“Andrew Stewart, Reader in Agriculture,
persuaded me to do an honours year on lupins, and
I continued it into a PhD.”
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John’s subsequent career included breeding
plants and lecturing in the Faculty of Agriculture. In
1958-59 he was awarded a Postdoctoral Fellowship
to the Canadian National Research Council in
Ottawa. In 1968 he went to London on a Nuffield
Foundation Dominion Travelling Fellowship and
worked in Kew Gardens where he prepared a
monograph on the taxonomy of Mediterranean
and African lupins. He was a Consultant at UWA in
Agriculture and Viticulture from 1991 to 2000.
John has published many papers on lupins,
pasture legumes and wine grapes, and a book,
Viticulture and Environment (1992). He has been
lauded for his early studies of grapevine ecology,
which led to the establishment of the Margaret River
wine industry. John received the Agriculturalist of
the Decade RASWA in 1981, and most recently the
McWilliams’s Wine Maurice O’Shea Award, for his
historically significant contribution to the Australian
wine industry.
How come he saw the potential of Margaret
River? “Well, it goes back before me,” he said. “In
1955 the Swan Valley Viticulture Research Trust
brought over Professor Harold Olmo from California
to investigate some of their problems. He was here
while I was doing my Postgrad. He suggested
Mt Barker and Franklin might be suitable for wines
too, but encouragement of the wine industry
was very low because the Minister of Agriculture,
Crawford Nalder, was a tee-totaller and wasn’t keen
to see this kind of work going on in his department.
However, when Charles Court became Minister for
Industrial Development things got going.”

Professor Olmo missed seeing Margaret River
during his time here, and surmised it would be
too wet. John, who had spent most of his school
holidays in a family shack in Augusta, thought
differently. “I said – without scientific proof – that it
looked like a goer, which caused a bit of a kerfuffle.”
Since he was considered an outsider, a lot of cold
water was poured on his ideas, but some people
got enthused and very soon Dr Tom Cullity started
Vasse Felix, and Dr Bill Pannell, Moss Wood.
“I thought the region was similar to Bordeaux
and that reds would flourish best. Of course, in
those days, WA was considered an insignificant flea
in a wine industry dominated by South Australia.”
However, as pleased as he may be with his
contribution to the establishment of Margaret River,
John’s best times, he says, have been with the
success of lupins. “The lupins we bred are safe,
have no sugars and are more than 30 per cent
protein,” he says.
The marker gene for white flowers and seeds
that were used to distinguish the new white types,
incidentally, came from the lupins that Houghton
were growing for green manure between their vines.
One good turn deserves another.
Which reminds me, you can now buy lupin bread
upon which you can slather Margaret River cheeses
whilst sipping Margaret River reds.
Hear more about these fascinating times when
Dr Gladstones addresses the Convocation’s 50th
Reunion Luncheon: Sunday 22 November.
Enquiries: +61 8 6488 3006.

50th Reunion Lunch
50th Reunion Luncheon this year for the Graduates of 1959 and earlier
to be held on Sunday 22 November 2009 in Winthrop Hall.
Graduates who have already celebrated their 50th Anniversary with us (or who could not attend earlier
functions) are welcome. A formal invitation was sent to all. Any volunteers who would like to help
organise the event are invited to join a small sub-committee. Your assistance will be much appreciated.
We have lost contact with a few 1959 graduates and list those below. If you have an idea of their
whereabouts could you please let us know:
Mr David E Allan, Mr Robert W Allen, Mr David Beck, Mr Dusan M Biskup, Ms Margaret C Biskup,
Mr Graham A Brown, Dr Hedley J Eager, Ms Leslie R Fleming, Mr Patrick C Grant, Dr John W Green,
Mr Colin R Greenhill, Ms Ewa A Haberfeldt, Ms Ruth M Henderson, Ms Dorothy E Hogg, Mr Derek E
Jakes, Dr Nicholas M Kraw, Dr Lawrence Y C Lai, Mr Edward W Lynch, Mr Abdul K Manas, Ms Pamela
M McCarthy, Ms Sally McConnell, Mr Louis G Moran, Dr Reginald Platt, Mr Anton Sedlar, Dr Ruth Smart,
Ms Phitaya Smutrakalin, Mr Stanley N Summers, Mr Aleksander M Topolnicki, Ms Alajos Ugody,
Ms Margaret A Studer and Ms Mavis L Watt.
Please contact Daniela Giovannetti, Convocation Officer, on +61 8 6488 3006 if you have any
information or if you would like to help organise this year’s event.
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Make your
voice count
If you earned your degree at UWA you might be interested to know – if you didn’t
already – that you’re a member of probably the biggest club in Western Australia.
The club is Convocation, the UWA Graduates
Association, and it numbers about 80,000 members,
many of whom don’t even realise they belong.
This is how many UWA graduates there are,
ranging in age from their early 20s. Graduates
become automatic members, which gives them
the right to nominate for and vote in Senate and
Convocation Council elections. Now is the time
to fill out a nomination form if you would like to be
involved. Nominations close on 15 January. Contact
Convocation Officer Daniela Giovannetti for a form:
daniela.giovannetti@uwa.edu.au; +61 8 6488 1336.
The sky is the limit for some graduates who
become involved in Convocation. A recent example
is WA’s 30th Governor, His Excellency, Dr Ken
Michael AC, a distinguished engineer in his own right,
who completed a Bachelor of Engineering with First
Class Honours in Civil Engineering at UWA. He was
elected by Convocation to the UWA Senate in 1998
and was the University’s Chancellor from 2001-2005.
The following year, he became a Companion of
the Order of Australia for wide-ranging community
service, particularly in the development of road
transport systems, cultural institutions, the Greek
community – and tertiary education.
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Not all Convocation members aspire to become
Chancellor, but most enjoy maintaining their ties with
their alma mater. Warden of Convocation, Simon
Dawkins, said Convocation’s vision was “To be
universally recognised as the representative voice of
the graduate body in the governance and affairs of
the University, and in its interaction with the broader
community”.
Convocation is involved in many key University
programs, all the while striving to enhance the
University’s reputation.
For example, its Awards Committee oversees
the many undergraduate and postgraduate
scholarships, prizes and awards that Convocation
distributes every year, with presentation of the
prestigious Convocation Post Graduate Travel
Awards planned for 30 October.
Convocation Council encourages Convocation
members to participate in good governance of
the University through election of their members
to the Senate and to the Convocation Council. Its
Statutes Committee reviews and advises members
of amendments to University statutes.
As well, there is a Centenary Planning Working
Group and a Graduate Outreach Committee.
The latter brings graduates together in a range of
activities including reunions, and invites influential
speakers to address its general (or ‘ordinary’)
meetings every March and September.
“We’re hoping to create a more active link with
the Guild of Undergraduates,” Mr Dawkins said.
“There’s little doubt that the student experience
is what is foremost in graduates’ memories of the
UWA campus. We’d like a greater number of young
graduates to think about taking an active role in
Convocation thereby not only ‘giving back’ to their
University, but also benefitting from socialising with
a group of like-minded people, many of whom are
leaders in their fields.”
For more information about Convocation, and to
read brief biographies of some of its members, visit
www.graduates.uwa.edu.au. Make sure your voice
counts – nominate and/or vote in the coming elections!
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Passionate Convocation
staff light the way
Understanding the needs of UWA graduates and the
importance of their relationship with their University
requires special skills. There’s no doubting that
Daniela Giovannetti’s life experiences have equipped
her perfectly for the job of Convocation Officer.
Fresh from working in universities in the UK,
Umbrian-born Ms Giovannetti manages the
Convocation Office, helped by Miss Hayley Newberry.
They keep matters Convocational running smoothly
and are the point of contact for all members.
Ms Giovannetti qualified as an interpreter and
translator in Rome before moving to University
College London where she finished a BA (Hons) in
Modern European Studies.
She then worked at UCL, the University of the
Arts, and the London School of Economics, in
staff development and as a students’ teaching and
learning facilitator.
When her geologist partner got a job in Perth she
and their son Joseph (2) moved to WA. Her partner
was so impressed with UWA when he attended a
training session at the Watersports Complex that he
organised a family stroll through the grounds that
weekend.
“We walked around with Joseph in his pram and
when I saw this job advertised soon afterwards I
applied for it and got it,” she said.
“I love it. For me professionally, it’s the missing
link; I’ve worked with staff and students and now
I am working with graduates. My aim is to help
Convocation achieve its goals and increase its
visibility and recognition.

Hayley Newberry and Daniela Giovannetti

“For young graduates who may be establishing
their careers, Convocation provides a great
opportunity to network – and it’s also a link through
the University to the outside world.
“Convocation’s elected members are so
passionate about what they do – but Hayley and I are
passionate, enthusiastic and energetic too.”

council of convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
Members ex officio
Warden of Convocation: Simon Dawkins.
Deputy Warden of Convocation: David Hodgkinson (and Convenor of Statutes Committee).
Immediate past Warden: Sue Baker.
Other Members
Paul Appleton, Duncan Barton, Daniel Bond, Colin Campbell-Fraser, Rita Clarke, Alasdair Dempsey,
Ashok Desai, James Fogarty (Treasurer), Richard Harper (Convenor of Awards Committee), Mahesh
Hettiaratchi, Geoffrey Leach, Graeme Martin, Giacinta Parish, Ian Passmore (Convenor of Centenary
Planning Working Group), Lance Perry (Convenor of Development and Policy Committee), Cathy Tang
and Pauline Tremlett (Convenor of Graduate Outreach Committee).

convocation-elected senators
Bill Biggs, Lesley Cala, Roderick Cooper and Cathy Tang.
For further information on the role and activities of Convocation and for a profile of elected members,
please go to our website: www.graduates.uwa.edu.au
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Keeping in touch
“Congratulations on a first class magazine. I calculate
since graduating I have had at least 12 addresses
and yet you still manage to track me down – well
done!” reads a favourite letter received by UWA’s
graduate database office.

Bettina Konitz and boyfriend Daniel

We’re happy to say that we keep on tracking –
whether you are a graduate living in Australia or an
international student who has returned home.
International student and UWA graduate Bettina
Konitz (BCom 2001) confirmed this when she recently
wrote: “Over the last couple of years I’ve been
moving a fair bit around Germany but so far you’ve
always managed to send Uniview to the correct
address, which is awesome. I wouldn’t want to miss
out on a single issue. It’s amazing how you guys
keep up with my numerous changes of address.
“Receiving Uniview means a lot to me, as it keeps
the connection to UWA very alive. I can’t visit that
often, but coming back in 2008 – seven years after
graduating – felt just like coming home!”
Bettina, who lives in Germany, completed a
BCom at Dresden University of Technology, took
up internships at Volkswagen in Germany and then
Singapore, and then decided to complete a BCom
in Asian Business at UWA. Returning to Dresden,
she went on to complete an MBA. She is now an
International Sales Specialist with BMW AG.
The UWA graduate describes her time at UWA
as “the best time ever!” and Currie Hall as “my home
away from home”.

Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association

Annual Elections
• Election of Warden and Deputy Warden of
Convocation
• Election of Ten Members of The Council of
Convocation, The UWA Graduates Association
• Election of Three Members of The University
Senate
Nomination forms are now available for the
above positions.
Mr Simon Dawkins will complete his term as
Warden of Convocation, the UWA Graduates
Association in March 2010.
Mr David Hodgkinson will complete his term
as Deputy Warden of Convocation, the UWA
Graduates Association in March 2010.
Six members of the Council of Convocation,
the UWA Graduates Association will complete
terms in March 2010, and there are four additional
vacancies.
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Mr John William (Bill) Biggs, Clinical Prof Lesley
Ann Cala and Mrs Catherine (Cathy) Luise Tang
will complete terms as members of the Senate
of The University of Western Australia, elected by
Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association, in
March 2010.
Nomination forms for all positions are now
available from Convocation, the UWA Graduates
Association. Please telephone Daniela Giovannetti,
the Convocation Officer on 6488 3006, or email her
on convocation@uwa.edu.au and include your
postal address.
All graduates of UWA are automatically
members of Convocation and entitled to vote and/
or nominate for positions in these elections.
For further information on the elections and the role
of Convocation go to www.graduates.uwa.edu.au.
The closing date for nominations for all
positions is 5.00p.m., Friday, 15 January 2010.
Applications received after this date will be
invalid.

Good vibrations continued from page 21
Professor of Physiology Donald Robertson says
that the UWA course grew out of the late 1990s crisis
in the provision of audiological services, when the
course provided by Curtin University of Technology
was discontinued. The result was that UWA was
asked to mount a course in Clinical Audiology by
both private and government organisations.
This Masters program has been designed,
co-ordinated and delivered by Dr Robert Patuzzi with
input from members of the audiology community and
has produced more than 80 graduates, representing
the majority of audiologists in Western Australia.
“Audiologists require training in areas ranging
from basic biology and psychology to physics and
acoustics,” explains Professor Robertson. “With an
academic background in electronic engineering,
physiology and education, and a distinguished career
as a researcher in basic hearing science, Dr Patuzzi
was well suited to the task.
“Audiology students come from a wide variety of
academic and personal backgrounds and this posed
particular challenges for producing a course that was
pedagogically and professionally sound, yet catered
to the varying needs of students.”
The notable success of the course has been
attributed to Dr Patuzzi’s vision, teamwork and
networking skills, as well as his exceptional technical

knowledge and teaching expertise. The UWA
researcher has received several teaching awards and
has more than 80 publications in international journals
to his credit.
Dr Patuzzi’s outstanding contribution to the
growth of audiology as a scientific and paramedical
profession in WA, his support of the hearing impaired
and his commitment to raise public awareness of
hearing impairment was recently recognised when
he received the Harry Blackmore Award during last
year’s Deafness Awareness Week.
The Masters and PhD courses in Clinical
Audiology offered by the School have produced
graduates so well regarded they usually receive job
offers prior to graduating. As students, they clearly
benefit from opportunities to work in the audiology
and hearing aid industry while studying.
Professor Robertson says that the School’s
Auditory Laboratory has been renowned for more
than three decades for excellence in research into the
fundamental physiological processes of both normal
and impaired hearing.
“Much of the material in text books today is
based on the ground-breaking work of members
of the laboratory, who are not only internationally
recognised researchers but have a wealth of teaching
experience,” says Professor Robertson.
If you would like to know more visit the website:
www.audiology.biomedchem.uwa.edu.au

sale

Summer Accommodation at

St George’s College
(Monday 16 November 2009 – Friday 12 February 2010)

Located opposite The University of Western Australia and
backing on to Kings Park, St George’s College offers a
range of reasonably priced, short-term accommodation for
conference guests, visiting academics and students.
The newly constructed Memorial Wing consists of six
townhouses. Each townhouse boasts three bedrooms, three
bathrooms, a kitchen, lounge and laundry areas.
• Self-contained townhouses (from $250* per night)
St George’s offers a variety of comfortable single rooms
(some with private bathrooms).

Starts 1st ends 24th
October
* University Co-operative Bookshop Ltd membership conditions apply. Prices as marked.

• Single Ensuite room ($75* per night)
• Budget room ($65* per night)
*All prices are inclusive of breakfast.

For enquiries and bookings call: 08 9449 5555
or email: admin@stgeorgescollege.com.au
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with fellow graduates. Why not send in some information about where you are and what you are doing? You could
also send a good quality photo: either a hard copy photo on photographic paper or a digital image (tif or jpg file
at 300 dpi). We will return hard copy photos if requested. Send details by email to terry.larder@uwa.edu.au or post
to Terry Larder, The University of Western Australia, M427, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009.

1940s
Josephine Calaby (née
Rosenberg) (BA 1947) is
mentioned in Lesley Greagg’s
book, Class of 1947. In that
same year, the Commonwealth
Public Service had stepped up its
graduate recruitment and offered
traineeships in Library Studies.
After graduating as a librarian, she
worked in both the CSIRO and
the Institute of Aboriginal Studies
in Canberra. Josephine writes
that she is happy in retirement on
the NSW South Coast.

1950s
Desmond Collins (BSc(Hons)
1960) retired in 2004 after 36
years as Senior Curator and
Head of the Department of
Calaeobiology, Royal Ontario
Museum, in Toronto. During this
time, he led 18 seasons of field
reconaissance and excavation of
the 505 million year-old Burgess
Shale, a world heritage site in the
Canadian Rockies. He writes that
he is still continuing his research
and writing.

1960s
Donald Reid (MB BS 1964) is
retired and lives in Bunbury. He
decided as a rite of passage to
learn Spanish and then went
on a 12 week pilgrimage to
Spain, walking 1,000km on one
of the Caminos to Santiago de
Compostela. He is also active
in a small church choir in Boyup
Brook, accompanying them on
the piano. The choir entered the
Bunbury Eisteddfod this year
and won a first and three second
places. He writes that he is also
involved with various social justice
networks, as well as writing the
occasional poem.

John Byrne (LLB 1967; BA
1996) writes that he is a life-long
collector of the works of Samuel
Johnson (1709-1784). He is
President of the Johnson Society
and of the Samuel Johnson
Society of Southern California, in
this the tri-centenary of Johnson’s
birth. John is also a Governor and
Director of Dr Johnson’s House
in London where Johnson wrote
his great dictionary.This year, he
will deliver papers on Johnsonian
themes at Pembroke College,
Oxford and the Huntington Library
in California. John was a UWA
Guild Counsellor in both 1963
and 1966.

modern German literature and
language at the University
of Cambridge, where he is a
Fellow and Director of Studies
at Murray Edwards College.

previously was the Coordinator
of Information Services programs
in the School of Computer and
Information Science at Edith
Cowan University.

1970s
Leonora Ritter (BA(Hons) 1971)
retired last July as Head of
School of Social Sciences and
Liberal Studies at Charles Sturt
University. She will be taking up a
position as Honorary Fellow in the
Division of Learning and Teaching
to continue her association with
the university.
Maria Fiocco (BA 1975) is
College Director and Principal
at Curtin International College,
in Perth.
John Guthrie (BA(Hons) 1975)
is the author of Schiller, the
Dramatist, (a study of gesture
in the plays) through Camden
House Press. John teaches

Ban Danh Do (BE 1971)
writes that he feels indebted
to UWA for the opportunity to
study at the University as his
scholarship was paid for by the
Australian Government under
the Colombo Plan. He now
works in Texas for the design
team at Bechtel Corporation,
specialising in control systems
engineering.

Peter Westerhuis (BE 1985) is
the CEO of Ensham Resources,
an independent coal producer
and exporter with operations
in Queensland. Peter is
married with four children and
writes that he is still getting
accustomed to city life in
Brisbane. Former classmates
can contact him at peter.
westerhuis@ensham.com.au

1980s

Sally Fox-Slater (née Humphry)
(BPE 1984; DipEd1988) is
married with three sons and has
been living in the Esperance
region since 1988. She has been
actively involved in primary school
teaching and sport. Sally’s main

Karen Anderson (née Petriw)(BA
1982) has since January 2008
been the Foundation Professor of
Archives and Information Science
at Mid Sweden University. She

Grandmother superieur
After graduating in 1961 with a BA, Joan Pope embarked
on an extraordinary journey of life-long learning that has
seen her acquire a new qualification in each of the last six
decades. Recently, she received the Callaway Medal for her
doctoral thesis undertaken via distance education through
Monash University. She is pictured with family members at
her graduation.
“Sir Frank Callaway would have had a giggle, as I was one of
his first three students in 1954!” says Joan who dedicated her
thesis, Dalcroze Eurhythmics in Australasia: the first generation
from 1918, to her five grandchildren for their ‘life-long learning’.
Joan’s academic journey began in the 1950s when she
trekked to London to undertake two Licenciates of the Royal
Academy of Music – one in Mime, the other in Speech and
Drama. Then she completed a three-year Licenciate course
in Sydney, in Dalcroze Eurhythmics, often known as “music
through movement”.
By 1959 she had returned to Perth, where she graduated from
UWA with a BA. She also finished the first year of a degree in music which was suspended to allow her to do
more study in Geneva at the Institut Jaques-Dalcroze over the next 30 years.

Judith Pitt (BA1966; DipEd
1967) lives in Hobart and
was involved for 30 years in
secondary education, both in
public and Catholic schools.
She also taught in Adult Migrant
Education. Judith writes that
although she was committed to
her profession her best career
moves were becoming a parent
and a grandparent.
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In the mid 1970s Joan completed a UWA DipEd in early childhood studies and in the following decade a BEd
in Arts and Education at the Claremont campus of the WACAE. In the 1990s she completed a Masters in
Education from Edith Cowan University. By the end of that decade she’d been awarded the Institut’s highest
qualification: the Diplome Superieur.
Having not only finished her PhD, but received acclaim for the most outstanding doctoral thesis on music
education, has Joan put away her books and settled down to bridge and gardening? Not a bit of it – she’s off
to Singapore for a stint of teaching and music examining before, perhaps, taking a breath and heading off on
another academic adventure.
Joan, who has had a long association with theatre on campus, is one of the organisers of the Octagon Theatre’s
40th anniversary, to be celebrated this Halloween weekend with its first director Aarne Neeme as special
guest. For more information about this, contact her at: popjaus@yahoo.com.au or Kevin Hamersley, Manager
University Theatres on +61 8 6488 2441, email: khamersley@admin.uwa.edu.au
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sporting interests are swimming,
equestrian and athletics. She
was a State team member for the
Royal Life Saving Services 19901994; and holds both a National
and a State record. Sally was
recently recognised for services
to sport and as an outstanding
community leader.

Graduates attribute
success to UWA
When considering the formation of
the company Blue-dge Analytics and
Consulting in Singapore, Raymond Teo
(pictured) joined forces with two other
graduates he considered were the very
best people in the field of actionable
customer research. Having completed
a doctoral degree from UWA’s Business
School – including a module on advanced
quantitative business research methods
(facilitated by Professor Geoffrey Soutar)
– he encouraged colleagues Joan Gan and Sharon Fong to enrol and
specialise in complementary customer related fields.

1990s
David Stewart (BA 1991) is
the Managing Director of Wrays
Lawyers, an intellectual property
law firm in West Perth. He
completed a law degree and his
Master’s in Law from Murdoch
University and lived and worked
for two years in Hong Kong.
David married Maria Gangsater
(BCom 1996) and they have
two young daughters. Former
classmates can contact him at
david.stewart@wrays.com.au
Sean Geoghegan (BSc(Hons)
1992; PhD 1998) was appointed
Chief Medical Physicist for the
Australian Capital Territory. Former
classmates can contact him at
sean.geoghegan@act.gov.au

John Goodin (MSc 1991) is
returning to Perth with his family
for a few weeks in November
as part of a year-long trip
around the world. He is on
leave from his position at the
US Environmental Protection
Agency in Washington, DC,
where he has worked since
graduating. Former classmates
can contact him at thegoodins@
aol.com
Donna Harmon (BSc(Hons)
1995) lives in Nowra, NSW with
her partner. She is a full-time
paramedic with the Ambulance
Service of NSW and previously
was a PhD student at the
University of Wollongong.
Stuart Atkinson (BE(Hons)
1998; MEngSc(Res) 2002) is
currently based in Perth and
works as the Manager of the
Water Resources Department
at Worley Parsons Services Pty
Ltd. Stuart reports that he is still
enjoying playing football for the
UWA’s AFL Football Club.
Samuel Dawkins (BSc 1999;
BE(Hons) 1999; PhD 2008) writes
that he is currently completing a
post-doctoral degree in Mainz,
Germany. Former classmates can
contact him at samdawkins@
gmail.com
Loh Chen Yu Mark (GradCertMgt
1999; MBA 2001) lives in
Singapore and writes that he
is Vice-President of Operations
for Eurocopter South East Asia.
Mark is responsible for the
maintenance, repair and overhaul
of the Eurocopter range of
helicopters in the SE Asian region.

Robert Graham
(BMusEd(Hons) 1992) lives in
Brockville, Ontario with his wife
and two children. He released
his first album, Storm in a
Teacup, this year. He works
extensively in theatre in Ontario
and has recently completed a
tour of the UK with Canadian
folk/roots supergroup,
Tanglefoot. Robert works parttime at St Lawrence College as
a vocal coach and accompanist
in their Music Theatre diploma
program. He writes he would
like to hear from any of his
UWA friends. robertgraham70@
gmail.com

“I influenced the direction of their UWA research in the Business
School so that they would have to use different advanced analytical
techniques over the course of their work,” recalls Dr Teo. “I believed a
team comprising people with different skill sets would be formidable in
addressing a wide range of customer related research.”
Blue-dge was launched in 2003, and two years later the London’s
Weekly Telegraph was writing: “Blue-dge has shaken up the world of
customer insights”. Today the company lists DuPont and Canon among
companies seeking its customer domain knowledge and its expertise in
raising customer satisfaction levels.
Joan Gan holds a Doctor of Business Administration degree while
Raymond Teo and Sharon Fong hold PhDs. The former graduates
attribute their success to the rigorous doctoral program at UWA and
they particularly mentioned Professors Geoff Soutar, David Plowman
and Julie Lee.
“The knowledge gained at UWA laid the foundation for the later
independent accumulation of knowledge so necessary in the fast
evolving world of marketing research,” says Dr Teo.
“My prior experience in marketing research had enabled me to see
methodological weakness in many commercial research studies
undertaken,” says Dr Teo (who completed an MBA at a UK university
before enrolling at UWA). “The further I progressed in my doctoral
journey, the more I acknowledged the wide gulf of knowledge and
expertise that separated the best researchers from the rest.”
Dr Teo says that the Blue-dge founders are constantly challenging the
traditional boundaries of actionable customer research. They also offer
operational and strategic advice to clients. Recently they launched
ResearchEye to help clients evaluate the quality of their research.

Michael Tucak (LLB 1995;
BSc 1995) is Principal at
intellectual property law firm,
Creative Legal in Melbourne.
He works with film and art
clients as well as innovators
and entrepreneurs. He was
previously in-house counsel
for the Mushroom Group of
Companies, following a similar
role at Sony BMG. He recently
undertook a three-month
study tour to the University of
Twente (Netherlands) relating
to entrepreneurial learning
methods to assist university
‘spin-out’ ventures and
completed a Master’s degree in
Entrepreneurial Business at the
Australian Graduate School of
Entrepreneurship, in Melbourne.

2000s
Christopher Kruger (BSc 2001)
has lived in Austria and the UK
and worked on making computer
games. He returned to Perth last
year and has since started up
his own software development
business. Former classmates can
contact him at chris.kruger@
gmail.com
Pei-Chea Tran (BSc 2001;
BE(Hons) 2001) has worked
as a Reservoir Engineer with
an international oilfield service

The three co-founders of Blue-dge can be contacted at joan@blue-dge.
com; Sharon@blue-dge.com and Raymond@blue-dge.com
company since graduating.
He has worked in a number
of countries including Mexico,
Angola and Norway. He writes
that he is happy to be back
now in Perth and working in
Australia for the first time. Former
classmates can contact him at
pc_tran@hotmail.com
Kim Radalj (BEc(Hons) 2002)
writes that for the past three
years he has been working as a
senior investment analyst for the
Commonwealth Private Bank.
He lives in Rozelle, Sydney and
former classmates can contact
him at kradalj@bigpond.net.au
Tina Mathanda (née Bailey)
(BPsych 2004) has worked for
various organisations providing
psychological services. At present
she is living and working in Perth.
Her private practice specialises in
the treatment of adolescents with
anxiety and depression. Former
classmates can contact her at
tina.mathanda@gmail.com
Kathleen Broderick (PhD 2006)
is working as the CEO for Natural
Resource Management (NRM)
South, the southern-most NRM
in Australia. Former classmates
can contact her at k.broderick@
nrmsouth.org.au

Marinda Williman (BSc(Animal
Sc)(Hons) 2007) received a
scholarship to study for a DipEd
and completed her teaching
prac at the WA College of
Agriculture, Cunderdin, where
she began teaching full-time
in 2008. She teaches Year 11
Animal Production Systems
and Year 12 Plant and Animal
Production and Marketing
classes and tries to include
as many hands-on practical
learning situations as possible.
Next year, Marinda and her
partner are taking 12 months
off to travel the world and
have already booked an eightmonth trip.
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Paté, Pinot and Parisian picnic fare
canberra event
The Graduates Association of the ACT is holding a
function, tastefully titled ‘Celebrate Spring with Paté,
Pinot and Parisian picnic fare’ on Sunday, 25 October
at 76/11 Eastlake Parade, Kingston. Cost is $20 per
person.
Enjoy sweeping views of Lake Burley Griffin, spring
sunshine, a French-themed buffet lunch and the
chance to meet up with other Canberra-based UWA
graduates. For bookings and further information
contact Erika Leslie at alan.and.erika@mintbow.com
or Mary Pollard on +61 2 6247 4048.
The Association’s AGM with Guest Speaker and ANU Chancellor, Professor Kim Beazley AC will be held on
Thursday, 3 December at 5.30pm in The Drawing Room, University House, ANU.
Patricia Neurauter (BA(Hons)
2005; LLB(Hons) 2005) has
returned from working in
Singapore for the English law
firm, Allen & Overy. While in
Singapore she was a regular
guest performer with the
Antonio Vargas Flamenco
Dance Company and performed
throughout Asia.

Danil Handaya (MBA 2007)
works as an Executive Director
for Ernst and Young Indonesia, in
their banking and capital market
institution area. At present, he
is working towards a Doctorate
degree and is finding his work at
Ernst and Young interesting and
enjoyable. Danil lives in Jakarta
and former classmates can
contact him at danil.s.handaya@
id.ey.com
James Dudley (BE(Hons) 2008;
BCom(Hons) 2008) is a Software
Design Engineer in Test with
Microsoft and works at their
Silicon Valley campus in Southern
California. Former classmates
can contact James at dudlej01@
gmail.com
Jennifer Albertson (MA 2008)
writes that her recent publication,
A Singular Voice, a version of
her Master’s in Creative Writing
dissertation included the novel, In
Two Minds.

Robert Sanson-Fisher (BPsych(Hons) 1968; MPsych
1970; PhD 1979) was among several graduates who
received an AO earlier this year for service to improving
public health outcomes through research and education
in the areas of behavioural science, cancer control and
Indigenous health. The UWA graduate was principally
responsible for the introduction of an affirmative action
initiative that facilitated the admission of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders to the undergraduate medical
course at the University of Newcastle.
“The medical school has produced 50 per cent of all
Aboriginal medical practitioners even though we only
account for five per cent of the total number of medical
graduates,” says Professor Sanson-Fisher. “I have
continued to undertake research designed to improve the
wellbeing of Aboriginal people.”
Professor Sanson-Fisher is seen here with his grandson.
Eviness Nyalugwe (MSc(NRM)
2008) is the Deputy Director of
Crop Production responsible for
Horticulture in the Malawi Ministry
of Agriculture and Food Security.
She writes that normally people
are promoted after serving more
than 13 years. However, Eviness
had only been working in the
Ministry for five years, before
spending two years studying for
her Master’s degree at UWA.
One contributing factor to the
rapid promotion, she writes, is
the calibre of the education she
received from UWA through the
assistance of AusAID. Former
classmates can contact her at
enyalugwe@yahoo.com
Gina Olivieri (BSc(Hons)
2009) is currently volunteering
for the Oaktree Foundation’s
Schools4Schools program in
South Africa. This is a six-month
appointment that began last June.
Former classmates can contact
Gina at g.olivieri@graduate.uwa.
edu.au

WHEN YOU ADVERTISE IN UNIVIEW
YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY
The University of Western Australia’s flagship publication has a print
run of more than 60,000 copies.
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Breaking the
cycle of poverty
Kate Leeming (BPhysEd
1987; DipEd 1988) has set her
sights on breaking the cycle
of poverty in Africa by cycling
24,000km across the country.
The 10-month bicycle journey
will start on October 1 from
Cap-Vert in Senegal, the
most westerly point in Africa,
and aim to finish at the most
easterly point, Cape Hafun in
July next year.
The project’s purpose is to
learn firsthand about the
causes of extreme poverty
and through the story of the
expedition which unfolds,
educate and inspire actions which will assist in making communities
more sustainable and resilient to the issues. Essentially, says Kate,
it’s about “giving a ‘leg up’ rather than a ‘hand out’.”
Her expedition will be the subject of a documentary and book, aiming
to educate people about the plight of Africa’s poor.
Kate will be joined by British cyclist Daniel Harman and support
driver, John Davidson. It is also intended that local African cyclists
will join the team for short stages of the journey to enhance cultural
understanding.

Uniview goes to all graduates and is distributed to every secondary
school in Western Australia and all public libraries.

In 1993, Kate was the first woman to cycle across the new Russia
unsupported and in 2004-05 she cycled 25,000km around Australia,
becoming the first woman to cycle the 1000 sand dunes of the
Canning Stock Route.

To date our advertisers have included technology, tourism and theatre
companies, banks, wineries, bookstores and international and national
conservation and charity foundations.

UNESCO has recognised Kate’s project, Breaking the Cycle in Africa,
as an ‘official activity’ of the United Nations Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development.

Advertising in Uniview puts you in good company.
Contact +61 8 6488 1914 or email: Trea.Wiltshire@uwa.edu.au

To sponsor the project, email: kate@gracexpedition.org and to follow
her epic journey go to: www.btcycle.com
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Melissa Podgorny (née Iemmolo)
(BSc 2002; GradDipSc 2004)
is a Microinjection Laboratory
Coordinator for Ozgene, based
in Perth. She previously worked
as an animal technician and then
became a Vivarium Coordinator
for the same company. She
writes that she has had some of
her thesis work published in the
“Journal of Assisted Reproduction
and Genetics”.
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Looking for the Best Home Loan ?
the answer is

NO!
Unicredit’s professional lending service in
Nedlands, can customise your home loan
exactly for your needs - and without fees. *

*

• NOwhere near as

expensive as the bank’s
standard variable rates !

Unicredit Home Loans - NO! Fees
Establishment
Property Valuation
Settlement Cost
Settlement cheques

You can borrow up to 95% with Lenders Mortgage Insurance
and keep your repayments low with the option of interest only
repayments for up to 5 years. You can even split the loan
between fixed and variable and make redraws at no cost. Most
importantly, there is no deferred establishment fee to lock you in.
It’s what you don’t see in your loan contract that will make the
difference over the life of your loan. Make sure you finance your
home with someone you trust.

SAVING YOU

standard
now
$ 200.00
$0
$ 184.50
$0
$ 183.25
$0
$ 24.00
$0
----------$ 591.75 on standard loan costs

We’ll pay all of the standard loan fees (up to $600) for loans greater
than $150,000. This will cover the entire cost of mortgaging most
existing properties under $1m in the metro area, leaving you to
pay just the Government Landgate costs. *

There are no ongoing fees for a Unicredit
home loan and we’ll even provide a Visa
Access card which can be used to withdraw
cash at any ATM in Australia with no Direct
ATM fees and no maintenance fees. 1

PLUS

- No Ongoing Fees
- No Fee or cap on loan redraws 2
- No ATM Fees on any ATM in Australia 1

Wait until you see what the banks charge.
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Unicredit has been providing the UWA
community with quality banking services
since the 1960’s. Our award winning range
of home loans is not available through
mortgage brokers. Bank for the long-term
with someone who you can trust.

NO! set-up fees
• NO! ongoing fees
• NO! deferred fees
•

First Home Buyer
Western Australia

For information on
Unicredit’s flexible
home loans: phone the
Nedlands Lending Centre
on 9389 1011 or refer to:

www.unicredit.com.au

Say YES ! to

Unicredit

Home Loans

The University Credit Society Ltd - 80 Broadway Nedlands. 9am-4pm. Ph 9389 1011. enquiries@unicredit.com.au

* Unicredit will waive up to $600 of standard loan establishment costs on new standard variable home loans with loan funding greater than $150,000. Government fees such as Landgate title search
and registration still apply. Offer subject to change and expires on 30/12/09. Unicredit’s Home Loans received a five star rating by Cannex in October 2008; Winner of Canstar’s WA Non-Bank Lender
for First-Home Buyers 2009; finalist for cheapest flexible home loan in Australia in Money Magazine’s Best of the Best Awards for 2009. 1 Unicredit members with a home loan over $150,000 do not
pay Direct ATM Fees. Overseas ATM withdrawal fees still apply. 2 $1000 min redraw. Fees, charges, conditions & normal lending criteria apply. The University Credit Society Ltd. AFSL244168.

Have you planned
your Christmas function?
With the festive season not far away, it’s time to start thinking about your staff Christmas
party, client drinks and family reunions. The University Club can accommodate any size
function from an intimate 10-person lunch to a lively 350-person cocktail party.
We have a tempting selection of menus to choose from including set menus, traditional
buffets and festive canapés.

For more information
Contact a member of our Conference and Events team on 6488 4820
or visit our new website at: www.universityclubconferences.com.au

